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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the problem.-- This study is concerned with 
the attitudes of nursing students in a selected school of 
~ursing toward the ward conference which is an integral part 
of the ward teaching program. 
The factors to be considered are: 
1. Time and environment 
2. Preparation for ward conference 
3. Attendance at ward conference 
4. Subject matter of the ward conference 
5. Methods of presentation 
6. Use of audio-visual materials 
7. Evaluation 
This study will also attempt to indicate the need for 
further research in the area of clinical nursing experience 
for nursing students. 
Purpose of the study.-- The purpose of the study is to 
determine the strengths and weaknesses of this aspect of the 
ward teaching program as indicated by student opinion in a 
three-year school of nursing. It attempts to discover 
whether the ward conference is effective in helping the 
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student adjust to the clinical area and in developing her 
skill in giving adequate nursing care to the patient. 
2 
Through analysis of the collected data recommendations 
will be made for the improvement of the ward conferences so 
that they will more effectively meet the needs and desires 
of the nursing students. 
Justification of the problem.-- The clinical teaching 
program of this particular school of nursing has been in 
effect since 1945, and no serious attempt has ever been made 
to determine the effectiveness of the program. 
Jensen states: "It is important that all clinical in-
structors take stock of their work from time to time and 
evaluate the results of their program in order to determine 
1/ 
its effectiveness and value.'' 
In discussing the evaluation of ward teaching programs 
2/ 
Taylor- also states: 
"The purpose of evaluating the ward teaching pro-
gram is to determine, as nearly as possible, its worth 
and effectiveness in terms of its stated objectives. 
Although stated objectives may not be completely at-
tained, periodic evaluations should ~how some progress 
toward their fulfillment. Attention to evaluation 
technics usually implies intention in progressive im-
provement of the program." . 
lfDeborah MacLurg Jensen, The Princi les and Practice of 
Clinical Instruction in Nursing, Second Edition , The c. V. 
Mosby Company, New York, 1946, p. 268. 
2/Anna M. Taylor, Ward Teaching, J. B. Lippincott Company, 
Philadelphia, 1943, p. 265. 
3 ]/ 
Goetz, Carozza, and Dunning in setting up a clinical 
teaching program in Medical-Surgical Nursing for three hospi-
tal schools in Denver, Colorado, stated the following regard-
ing evaluation of the program: 
11We feel that the students' attitudes toward the 
program are a good indication of its effectiveness. 
When the basic material is being presented, the young 
students like the close relationship between ward 
teaching and classwork because their learnings are 
reinforced, misconceptions are cleared, and a founda-
tion for better understanding is established. The 
seniors are enthusiastic about ward classes. They 
appear to enjoy their part in planning and in prepar-
ing both individual and group projects." 
Guthrie in an article on the evaluation of teaching 
states: "If we do not know whether teaching is effective, 
it's like spending money for buildings without checking to 
2/ 
see whether they were ever built.w-
He further states: nwhatever teaching goes on, students 
continuously judge the quality of teaching . ( .•.• ) We can 
examine such judgments and perhaps find out whether they rep-
3/ 
resent a valuable source of information about teaching.'' 
During the first few months in the studentst program 
she is carefully guided and supervised. Her only contact 
with the patients is a two-hour practice period during which 
1/Barbara Goetz, Virginia J. Carozza, Frances E. Dunning, 
""A Clinical Teaching Program in Medical-Surgical Nursing,n 
American Journal of Nursing, (October 1952), 52:1245. 
2/Edwin R. Guthrie, "The Evaluation of Teaching,'' American 
Journal of Nursing, (February 1953), 53:220. 
3/Loc. Cit. 
4 
time an instructor who serves about five students is always 
at hand to help the student adjust and to solve problems as 
they arise. During the next ten weeks, the student works in 
the clinical area for an average of twenty hours per week 
and at the same time carries a fairly heavy classroom pro-
gram. Although the instructor-student ratio is increased to 
about 1:12 during this period, the student still receives an 
adequate amount of supervision and guidance. 
After the completion of the basic courses, she begins 
alternate periods of theory and practice. As time pro-
greases, she is allowed to become more independent. It is 
during these practice periods that the ward conferences can 
assist the student in her further adjustment and learning . 
Through this method the student can be guided in applying her 
theory to the clinical situation, in learning to observe and 
\ interpret signs and symptoms, in developing skills in carry-
ing out nursing techniques and nursing care, in understanding 
her role as a member of the health team, and in teaching 
sound health principles to the patient and his family. 
1/ 
Brethorst - states: 
"The main purpose of the ward class is to supple-
ment the instruction given in the class room by locating 
and defining a specific problem which will give the stu-
dents a working knowledge of what is required in the 
nursing care of the individual patient. As the term 
1/Alice B. Brethorst, Methods of Teaching in Schools of Nurs-
ing, W. B. Saunders Company, Philadelphia, 1949, p. 311. 
5 
"conference'' means to compare views or a talk together, 
it implies that in the ward conference all those who 
are present confer. This is very important for, as in 
all learning experiencee, students who participate in-
crease their learning and remember it longer. The 
topic for discussion is usually some phase of nursing 
care of a particular patient on the unit. It gives the 
head nurse or supervisor an excellent opportunity to 
teach students the care of the slightly ill, acutely 
ill, or convalescent patient, for it is teaching in a 
life situation where the patient, although not present, 
is the object of discussion.n 
At a workshop held at Catholic University in Washington, 
D. C. entitled "Dynamics of Clinical Instruction in Nursing 
1/ 
Education," Mary Irene Hogan- states: 
"The group conference is one of the moat satisfac-
tory and adaptable methods for use in ward teaching . 
Discussion has been the basic technique for pooling 
knowledge and ideas. In the group conference the stu-
dent is given a chance to use and apply her theory and 
knowledge as well as exchange ideas with others. 
Through such participation the student adds to her own 
stock of information and has her ideas evaluated by 
others. It is a suitable method for almost any subject 
arising in the ward situation including nursing care of 
patients, problema in ward work or new procedures." 
Hogan further states: "The purposes to be achieved by 
group discussion are increased knowledge, ability to commun-
icate ideas, increased interest and insight in nursing care, 
2/ 
changes in attitude, tolerance of others' viewpoint.'' 
As the group or ward conference appears to be an effect-
ive tool in meeting the needs of the nursing students in the 
1/Mary Irene Hogan, "Methods of Teaching," in Dynamics of 
Clinical Instruction in Nursing Education, Mary Grace Gabig 
and Barbara T. Lanigan, Editors, Catholic University of 
America Press, Washington, 17, D. C., 1956, p. 79. 
2/0p. Cit. p. 80 
6 
clinical area, and as any educational program should be con-
tinuously evaluated to see whether it meets its objectives, 
it seems justifiable to study this method as a part of an 
existing program. 
As the students are the recipients of the experience, 
and as the ward conferences are supposedly planned to meet 
their needs, it seems reasonable to solicit their help in 
this evaluation. 
Method of Approach.-- The following steps were taken in 
approaching this problem: 
1. The literature was surveyed to discover if other 
studies had been done in this field to determine 
the advisability of the study and to ascertain what 
methods could be employed to accomplish its purpose. 
2. An inquiry form was developed, and an attempt was 
made to determine its validity and reliability on 
which basis revisions were made. 
3. The inquiry form was administered to 177 students 
in the selected school of nursing. 
4. The results of the above form were analyzed and 
tabulated. 
5. Conclusions were drawn from the assembled data and 
recommendations suggested. 
Scope and limitations of the study . -- The study was 
carried out in a three-year school of nursing in the Boston 
area. An inquiry form was administered to 177 students in 
7 
an attempt to determine the opinions of the nursing students 
regarding the ward conferences which are held as an integral 
part of the ward teaching program. 
The study will be limited because it is confined to one 
school of nursing. Therefore, the conclusions and recommen-
dations which emerge will primarily be of value and interest 
to this school of nursing. However, schools in similar sit-
u ations might find this method of approach with its findings 
helpful in evaluating their own programs. 
The study will further be limited by the use of the i n -
quiry form which is subject to the interest and sincerity of 
the students who completed it. Opinions also vary from day 
to day and will be influenced by the physical and mental 
state of the individuals concerned. 
The level of experience which the students have attained 
at the time of filling out the inquiry form will affect their 
interpretation and reaction to the items. The responses of 
the first year students included in the study must be inter-
preted in light of their l imited experience. 
Because the study was extended over a four-month period, 
there was a possibility for discussion of the items among the 
students although t h is was discouraged and minimized by their 
variety of assignments. 
CHAPTER II 
RELATED LITERATURE 
Clinical instruction which is teaching at the bedside 
or in the clinical area is not new although it is only in 
the last ten or fifteen years that it has gained much promj_-
nence. One of the earliest references to the subject was an 
article entitled "Clinical Teaching for Nurses" by Isabel 
Mcisaac in the National League of Nursing Education Annual 
Report in 1901. 
Teaching at the bedside was one of the earliest meth-
ods of teaching used in the preparation of young women in 
the care of the sick. Gradually the necessity for class-
room theory became apparent, and clinical teaching was 
pushed into the background. At the annual meeting of the 
National League of Nursing Education in 1919, Helen M. 
1/ 
Wood - had the following to say regarding the value of 
clinical teaching: 
"Fifteen years ago the majority of training 
schools had all their practical teaching done on the 
wards, either by instructors, 0r head nurses, or even 
1/Helen M. Wood, The Value of the Clinical Method of Teach-
ing in Nursin£ Schools and How It Can Be O~Eanized, Twenty-
fifth Annual Report of the National League of Nursing Edu-
cation, Williams and Wilkins Company, Baltimore, 1919, 
p. 259. 
-8-
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by senior pupils, and the young nurse learned ~rom the 
beginning to care ~or sick people by working with the 
patient. Such methods have their advantages as well as 
their disadvantages. The Chase doll with its many rela-
tives o~ rag and rubber is a fairly recent asset to our 
teaching force, and came to existence when the necessi-
ty of larger classes and more carefully worked out tech-
nique came into existence. But in being driven ~rom the 
ward to the classroom we lost two things of great value 
to beginning students: the personal equation o~ the pa-
tient and the hospital atmosphere, which undoubtedly 
holds the interest of more students than does the atmos-
phere of the classroom." 
Again at the National League of Nursing Education meet-
ing in 1922 emphasis was placed on the value of clinical 
1/ 
teaching and MaryS. Power- read ~rom a paper as follows: 
"The content of this paper is not new. Its pur-
pose is to bring to your attention the great value that 
clinical teaching bears toward the instructor of the 
students in the signs a.nd symptoms of disease and the 
medical and nursing care of the sick. Clinical teach-
ing, like many other things easy of access, has been 
pushed aside ~or the more theoretical courses, regard-
less of the ~act thet psychologically and pedagogically 
it supplies knowledge in the simplest and best for-m. tt 
In 1926 the Massachusetts State League of Nursing Educa-
tion appointed a committee which represented nine schools o~ 
nursing in the Boston area. The purpose of this group was 
to develop something concrete in relation to ward management 
and the teaching of student nurses. They found that some o~ 
the schools had already started ward teaching programs and 
some were using ward conferences as a method of teaching. 
1/Mary S. Power, "Clinical Teaching in Schools of Nursing," 
American Journal of Nursing, (February 1923), 23:383. 
10 
1/ 
Lucy H. Baal in discussing the results of the study 
stated: 
"Ward clinics were also conducted by supervisors 
and head nurses, but I believe those conducted by the 
student nurse, herself, to have been found most valu-
able. It has awakened a keener interest and more en-
thusiasm than any other method of ward teaching I have 
seen." . 
At the proceedings of the National League of Nursing 
2/ 
Education in 1926 Mary M. Marvin - discussed methods of 
increasing ward teaching and improving supervision and made 
the connnent: 
" ( •.•• ) but what great success might be obtained 
if all those who can, would concentrate on the pro-
ceedings taking place where the students work with pa-
tients, the most interesting, strategic, and vital 
teaching center of the whole institution, - the ward!" 
The earlier attempts at ward conferences centered 
around the morning circle. After the night nurses had 
given their report, the head nurse often conducted a dis-
cu~sion about the patients on the ward including the diag-
nosis, disease, and nursing care of the patients. The 
importance of morning circle was recognized by Beulah 
1/Lucy H. Beal, A Community Experiment in Ward Teaching, 
Thirty-second Annual Report of the National League of Nurs-
ing Education, National Headquarters, New York, 1926, 
p. 119. 
2~~ary M. Marvin, Methods of Increasing Ward Teaching and 
Improving Supervision, Thirty-second Annual Report of the 
National League of Nursing Education, National Headquarters, 
New York, 1926, p. 112. 
11 
11 Crawford in 1922 when she stated: 
"I think that much can be done toward arousing a 
greater interest on the part of our Supervisors and 
Head Nurses in the several departments of our hospitals 
in the type of patients to be found there and by trying 
to enlist their cooperation in the instruction of the 
pupil nurses in their special charge. To my mind the 
morning circle presents. a splendid vantage point for 
this purpose. In our hospital we aim to lay eonsider-
able stress on this feature of the day's routine. 
Every nurse on duty on the given floor should be pres-
ent at this time, when every patient on the floor is 
discussed, diagnosis, peculiar or characteristic symp-
toms, new developments in the course of the disease, 
all these are considered." y 
Zelio also pointed out the value of the morning con-
ference from the students' point of view: 
"The value of the morning conference has been ex-
pressed as follows: it gives them better clinical under-
standing of patients; establishes the patient as an in-
dividual in their minds; connects theory with a case, 
and a person; increases their interest and enhances the 
importance of their work as nurses. Students observe 
patients with more intelligence and understanding and, 
therefore, give better nursing care. The conference 
provides opportunity for students to ask questions.n 
During the thirties the importance of teaching in the 
clinical area was beginning to be recognized, and many arti-
cles began to appear in the literature regarding ward teach-
ing programs. Ward conferences in one form or another were 
included as an integral part of these programs, and reports 
1/Beulah Crawford, Clinical Teaehin~ in Schools of Nursing, 
Twenty-eighth Annual Report of the ational League of Nurs-
ing Education, Williams and Wilkins Company, Baltimore, 1922, 
p. 216. 
2/Margaret Zelio, "Morning Conferences," American Journal of 
Nursing, (September 1931), 31:1054. 
12 
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were encouraging and enthusiastic. Ingmire pointed out 
the value of the conference in helping the student to give 
nursing care to the patient as an individual and to recog-
nize and solve problemB in nursing situations. 
In the last fifteen years clinical teaching has become 
as important as classroom teaching and is now an accepted 
part of the education of nursing students. However, amid 
the increasing demands placed upon nursing service, clini-
cal teaching has a struggle to maintain its existence as the 
nursing service pressures often take precedence in spite of 
the fact that ita value is unquestionable. 
2/ 
An editorial - which appeared in the American Journal 
of Nursing states: 
"The pedulum of nursing education, which first 
awung . too far in the areas of repetitive practical ex-
perience and then too far in that of formal classroom 
teaching, now swings in an arc of which the patient is 
the center and which includes both vital areas of bed-
aide and formal instruction. The reaction of the in-
dividual patient as he experiences his illness are the 
immediate concern of all who share in his care. This 
is reflected in the attitude of all personnel as the 
patient learns the principles of hygiene, the ·content 
of an adequate diet, and methods of preventing a recur-
renee of illness. 
The ward classes, clinical conferences, and bed-
side instruction which schools have arranged and are 
arranging for students and staff have contributed im-
measurably to the sympathetic understanding of students 
1/Aliee E. Ingmire and Mildred E. Newton, .,The Ward Confer-
ence," American Journal of Nursing, (October 1938), 38:1092 
2/Mary M. Roberts, Editor, ttTeaching at the Bedside," 
American Journal of Nursing, (May 1946), 46:280. 
13 
and the improvements in increasingly high standards of 
nursing care provided for the patients of our country." 
1/ 
In regard to ward conferences Sister Armiger- states: 
"The instruction which is conducted on the clinical 
unit for small groups of students is virtually the ma-
trix of clinical nursing education. Since this teaching 
is directed toward the patients whom these students are 
nursing, it has an even higher potentiality for conver-
gence on patients as persons. The individual and his 
illness is the central point of clinical instruction. 
If didactic presentations organize the students' think-
ing about a certain disease, the informality character-
istic of instruction on the clinical unit enhances this 
concept." 
The clinical experience of the nursing student is one of 
the most valuable but also most difficult experiences which 
she encounters. Adjustment to the ward situation with its 
ever increasing pressures, to the personnel, and to the pa-
tients presents many problems to the student. She needs 
much supervision and guidance in the transition from the 
classroom where ideal conditions are maintained to the clin-
ieal area. Even after her initial adjustment she needs as-
sistance in solving many problems which she faces and in in-
creasing her knowledge and skill in giving adequate nursing 
care to the patients. 
Although the practical aspect is a valuable part of her 
experience and the nursing student is constantly faced with 
1/Sister Mary Bernadette Armiger, ttPatient-Centered Clinical 
Instruction in Medical and Surgical Nursing,n M. Cordelia 
Cowan, Editor, The Yearbook of Modern Nursing 1956, G. P. 
Putnam's Sons, New York, 1956, p. 36. 
14 
serious problems, little research has been done to evaluate 
this phase of her education and to discover how the experi-
ence can be made less trattmatiz ing. 
1/ 
Duncan - in a study of several schools of nursing in 
the New England area in which some of these same students 
took part attempted to point out problem areas in the clin-
ical experience of the nursing student. By means of a clin-
ical problem check list she found the five greatest problem 
areas to be: inability to rea_d doctors' writing, inability 
to practice good nursing cere due to lack of time, student 
assignments heavier than graduate assignments when they are 
on for the same length of time, not seeing progress reports 
until after they have left the unit, and having comments on 
progress reports based on one incident. One of her recom-
mendations included setting aside one ward conference each 
week for the discussion of problems related to the students' 
work. 
One of the most comprehensive attempts to study elini-
cal instruction as a part of nursing education was a work-
shop held at Catholic University in Washington, D. C. in 
1955. The attendance included 169 nurses from 28 states, 
the District of Columbia, Brazil, and Hawaii, and represented 
hospital nursing service both civilian and military and all 
1/Ellen-Thayer Duncan, An Analysis of the Problems of Stu-
dent Nurses in the Clinical Area, Unpublished Master's 
Thesis, Boston University, 1956. 
15 
types of programs in nursing education. In the foreword of 
1/ ' 
the printed report of this workshop the value of clinical 
instruction is stated: 
"Clinical instruction is the heart of the curricu-
lum of the school of nursing. It is through clinical 
instruction, including the concomitant directed experi-
ence, that the nursing student learns to render queli-
te_tive nursing care to the patient. The goal of all 
nursing is to provide the optimum in patient care con-
sistent with individual needs. To achieve this goal in 
the e.ducation of nurses there is need for continuous 
revision in clinica.l instruction programs; only in this 
way can constructive and acceptable modern thinking be 
incorporated into the educational process for student 
nurses. 11 
2/ 
Sister M. Coletta Massoth - studied the problems en-
countered by second-year students in their clinical experi-
ence in a selected school of nursing. She found that their 
problems rel ated to their general nursing activities, to the 
care of apprehensive and demanding patients, and to conflicts 
with supervisory and non-supervisory personnel. Students 
generally felt freer to ask for aaaiste.nce with problems re-
lated to pe_tients and nursing care than problems related to 
co-workers. They expressed feelings of inadequacy, anger, 
and frustration and felt that there was a lack of understand-
ing between them and other personnel. The students felt that 
1/Mary Grace Gabig and Barbara T. Lanigan, Editors, Dynamics 
of Clinical Instruction in Nursing Eduea_tion, Catholic Uni-
versity of America Press, Washington 17, D. C., 1956, p. iii. 
2/Sister M. Coletta Massoth, Problems Encountered by Second-
Year Students in their Clinical Nursing Learning Experience 
in a Selected School of Nursing, Unpublished Master's The-
sis, Catholic University, 1956. 
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they could be helped in solving their problems through group 
conferences, teaching and supervision, clinical experience, 
and team relationships. 
Because of the changing relationships between doctor and 
patient, impersonal methods of ward rounds, and the increas-
ing dependence on the laboratory for aid in medical diagnosis, 
the contact between the nurse and patient increases in sig-
1/ 
nificance. Glasscock and her colleagues set up a program 
of group conferences on a medical ward in order to meet the 
emotional as well as physical needs of the patient in giving 
comprehensive nursing care. The values derived from this 
program included an opportunity for doctors and nurses to 
discuss patients' illness and observations; improved doctor-
nurse relationships; importance of consistency of information 
given to the patient; the significance of considering the pa-
tient as an individual and considering the family; improved 
knowledge of patients' problems and increased awareness of 
their own problema; and a better understanding of various di-
seases. 
2/ 
Howland - studied opinions toward the counseling pro-
gram in the same school of nursing using a different group 
1/Evelyn Glasscock et al, uTeaching Comprehensive Nursing 
Care," Nursing Outlook, (May 1953), 53:268-271. 
2/Ellen D. Howland, A Study to Determine the Opinions of 
Nursing Students Toward the Counseling Program in a Selected 
School of Nursing, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston Uni-
versity, 1955. 
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of students in an attempt to discover the problem areas 
which caused the most concern to the students by means of 
the Morison Problem Check List and a supplementary ques-
tionnaire. Although their greatest problems were in other 
areas, there was a sufficient number of problems involving 
their adjustment to nursing and to the administration of 
nursing care to warrant attention to this area. A possible 
approach to the resolution of these problems is through the 
ward teaching program. 
Sister M. Alexius Weinback did a study in a selected 
number of basic collegiate schools of nursing in an attempt 
to discover student opinion regarding the clinical confer-
ence in medical and surgical nursing. She found that the 
students were capable judges of teaching. The students felt 
that a good conference should meet its objectives and elim-
inate meaningless repetition. They also thought that their 
assignments for the conferences should be related to speci-
fic patients, and that their progress should be evaluated. 
The ward conference can be a valuable tool in helping 
the student adjust to the clinical area and in assisting 
her in solving the numerous problems which she encounters 
in her daily routine. 
1/Sister M. Aiexius Weinback, Study of Student Opinions of 
the Clinical Conference in Medical and Surgical Nursing in 
a Selected Number of Basic Collegiate Nursing Schools, Un-
published Master's Thesis, Catholic University, 1955. 
CHAPTER III 
METHOD OF PROCEDURE 
An inquiry form was prepared by the writer in an at-
tempt to include information which would be helpful in eval-
uating the ward conference as it is currently being used and 
which would give suggestions for future improvement for the 
program. It was set up on a five-point scale which gives 
opportunity for complete agreement, agreement with reserva-
tion, no opinion, disagreement with reservation, and com-
plete disagreement. It also provides an opportunity for ad-
ditional comments . 
. In order to establish validity of the inquiry form , an 
interview was held with each of ten faculty members in which 
critical evaluation was carried out ~ On the basis of these 
evaluations, the inquiry form was revised incorporating 
these suggestions. Faculty recommendations were as follows: 
1. That the form be changed to allow for more ease in 
filling it out. 
2. That the name 11ward clinic" be changed to "ward 
class." 
3. That statements be added including information such 
as: 
a. Use of pretests and end-of-service tests. 
-18-
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b. Guidance of students in preparation of clinics. 
c. Amount of time needed to prepare clinics. 
d. Reliance on notes and reading material instead of 
informal delivery. 
e. The effects of having students of different levels 
attending the same clinics. 
f. The value of impromptu clinics given by head 
nurses. 
g. The value of attendance at medical conferences. 
h. Possibility of controlling the number of times 
students attend clinics on the same disease. 
i. Possibility of giving clinics earlier in the pre-
clinical period to correlate with the study of 
sciences. 
j. The effectiveness of block clinics. 
k. Block clinics as a means of "cramming" in more 
material. 
1. The value of x-rays as an audio-visual aid. 
m. Planning ward clinic~ to correlate with ward ex-
perience. 
n. Possibility of other personnel attending ward 
clinics. 
o. Use of outline to assist in preparing ward clinics. 
p. Willingness of head nurses to relieve students to 
attend ward clinics. 
q. Including section on evaluation. 
r. Possibility of head nurses reminding students 
about ward clinics at morning report. 
a. All students attending ward clinics being pre-
pared for discussion. 
t. Method of choosing patient. 
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u. Attendance at ward clinics the students' respon-
sibility. 
v. Minimum total number of clinical teaching hours. 
As a further means of establishing the validity of the 
instrument nineteen senior students who were within one 
month of graduation were also interviewed and asked to eval-
uate the inquiry form critically . . On the whole, the students 
felt that the instrument contained appropriate information, 
and that the items were stated clearly although they thought 
that some of the items were -difficult to answer on a five-
point scale. They suggested that regarding the length of 
the ward clinic a choice should be added indicating that it 
should depend on the subject matter; and regarding the state-
ment concerning when ward clinics were more meaningful that 
a choice be added to include correlation with ward experience. 
Again the inquiry form was revised incorporating the 
above suggestions, and an attempt was made to allow for 
easier readability and adaptability. The term "ward class" 
was changed to "ward conference" as this best describes the 
method used . 
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The inquiry form was then administered to 177 nursing 
students with directions clearly stated by the writer. At 
the time when the study was started, there were 186 students 
in the school. During the four months that the study was in 
progress, five students resigned from the school and four 
students did not fill out the inquiry form. The inquiry 
form was administered primarily during scheduled class peri-
ods. Because some of the students were at affiliating agen-
cies, it was necessary to contact them and have them complete 
the form individually or in small groups. The study was ex-
tended over a four-month period so that it would not inter-
fere with the students' experience. The first-year students 
were not included in the study until the end of the fourth 
month so that they would have the benefit of as much experi-
ence as possible. 
In an attempt to establish the reliability of the in-
strument, the split-half method of correlation was carried 
out using the inquiry forms completed by seventy-two third-
year students. This number comprised 49 per cent of the 
total group taking part in the study. Using the Product-
Moment formula for correlation, the coefficient of reliabil-
ity was determined to be /.93. 
The papers were submitted anonymously in an effort to 
increase the sincerity and integrity with which the students 
responded to the items. 
CHAPI'ER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Because of the t ype of r esponses required by the in-
quiry form, i t seems feasible to discuss them in terms of 
t he t otal group, t h ird-year s t udents, second - year s tudents, 
firs t -year students, and to compare the responses of t h e 
three groups . I t also seems desirable t o consider the in-
quiry f orm i n sections as it is readily adaptable to t h is 
method. 
Comparison of the r esponses of all groups.-- In general 
t he responses of t he total group reflec t similar attitudes 
towards the ite~. I n most cases t he majority of r esponses 
fell in the same categori es. The second and third-year stu-
dents agree more often than the first-year students agree 
with either of t he other groups. 
A larger percentage of first-year students prefer to 
have at least t wo ward conferences scheduled each week. 
This we.s t he ma j ority opinion of both of the other groups, 
but t hey were more evenl y divided between one and two per 
week. 
Because of t he acquisit i on of another war d classroom 
since the study began, very few fi r st-year students have had 
to experience ward conferences being held amid the noise and 
'":'22-
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confusion of the ward. This is in evidence by the large ma-
jority who responded to this item negatively. 
The first-year students feel more strongly that the pa-
tient should not be present at ward conferences. Is this be-
cause they have more concern for the patient's feelings1 
More third-year students feel that head nurses are re-
luctant to relieve them for ward conferences. This may be 
influenced by the fact that they are more valuable to the 
head nurses. 
In regard to limiting the ward conference to only those 
students who know the patient, the second and third-year stu-
dents have a very similar distribution of responses which in-
dicate more variety of opinion, but the first-year students 
almost unanimously agree that this isn't necessary. 
Both first and second-year students feel the need for 
emphasis on nursing care while the third-year students do 
not share their point of view. 
All the students show similar agreement in relation to 
methods of presentation and use of audio-visual aida. 
Fewer younger students feel that ward conferences are 
repetitious. Their limited experience with ward conferences 
is undoubtedly influencing their responses. 
The remainder of the items on the inquiry form showed 
comparable distribution of responses from all the groups. 
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Total group responses regarding time and environmental 
£actors.-- Table 1 indicates the percentage of responses 
given by the total group of students in regard to time and 
environmental factors. The time found to be most convenient 
for ward conferences is early afternoon as indicated by 73.9 
per cent of t he group . Late morning was the next most de-
sirable time as shown by a percentage of 16.5. Late after-
noon with 11.4 pe r cent and following morning r eport with 
1.1 per cent were least convenient times. 
Table 1. Percentage of Responses Given by Total Group Re-
garding Time and Environmental Factors Affecting 
Ward Conferences 
Time and Environmental Factors 
1 
1. The time which is mos-t convenient for 
ward conferences is : 
a. Following morning report .•••••.•.••• 
b. Late morning ....................... . 
c • Early afternoon •. . .....•..••......•• 
d. Late afte rno on .••••••.•••••.•••••••• 
2. Specifi c days should be set aside for 
ward conferences: 
a . Yes ................................ . 
b . No ••• • •• • • •• •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
3. The appropriate length of each ward 
conference should be: 
a. 30 minutes . ........................ . 
b. 45 minutes ................... . ..... . 
c. 60 minutes ......................... . 
d. Dependent on subject matter ••••••••• 
(concluded on next page) 
Percentage 
of Responses 
1.1 
16.5 
73.9 
11.4 
85.2 
14.8 
1.1 
6.8 
17.6 
77 .3 
Table 1. (concluded) 
Time and Environmental Factors 
( 1) 
4. The number of ward conferences which 
should be available each week is: 
a. One •.•••...••.•....................• 
b • Two •••••• .••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c . Three • •...•........••..•..•.......•. 
5. Teaching is more meaningful when ward 
conferences are given: 
a. Before formal classes ..•••••••.•.••• 
b. Concurrently with formal classes .••• 
c. After completion of formal classes •• 
d. In Gorrelation with ward experience. 
6. Ward conferences are often given in 
areas which are distracting and noisy: 
a. Yes ................•.•.. ............ 
b. No •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
7. Ward conferences are more effective 
when held in: 
a. Nurses' station .•••••••••••••••••••• 
b. Alcove ............................. . 
c. Ward classroom •••••••••••••••••••••• 
d. Classrooms in nurses' residence •.••• 
e. Solari-ums .......................... . 
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Percentage 
of Responses 
(2) 
35.2 
57.4 
6.2 
2.8 
25.6 
8.5 
82.4 
37.5 
62.5 
0 
1.7 
81.2 
11.4 
19.3 
The majority of the group felt that specific days 
should be set aside for ward conferences as shown by a per-
centage of 85.2 while 14.8 per cent did not feel that this 
was advisable. 
The appropriate length of each ward conference wasde-
te~mined to be dependent on the subject matter by 77.3 per 
cent. Ward conferences of sixty minutes in length were 
deemed more appropriate by 17.6 per cent while forty-five 
minutes seemed beat to 6.8 per cent and thirty minutes to 
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1.1 per cent. 
Two ward conferences should be made available each week 
was the opinion of 57.4 per cent of the group . One ward con-
ference each week would be sufficient for 35.2 per cent and 
6.2 per cent would like three each week. 
Teaching is more meaningful for 82.4 per cent when the 
ward conferences are planned in correlation with ward expe-
rience. To have ward conferences concurrently with formal 
classes would prove beneficial to 25.6 per cent. Ward con-
ferences before formal classes and after completion of 
formal classes are helpful for 2.8 per cent and 8.5 per cent 
respectively. 
Ward conferences are held in noisy and distracting areas 
was felt by 37.5 per cent of the group while 62.5 per cent 
felt that this was not true. The ward classrooms proved to 
be the best place in which to hold ward conferences as in-
dicated by 81.2 per cent . The solariums were preferred by 
19.3 per cent, and 11.4 per cent indicated that the class-
rooms in the nurses' residence were more effective areas. 
Only 1.7 per cent felt that the alcoves were good areas, and 
no one feels that the nurses' stations are desirable for this 
purpose. 
Preparation of ward conferences.-- Tables 2 and 2a in-
dicate the total group opinions regarding preparation for 
ward conferences. !he majority of the students feel that 
ward conferences should be prepared and given by an instructor 
and a student (57.4 per cent) or an instructor and several 
Table 2. Percentage of Responses Given by Total Group Re-
garding Preparation for Ward Conferences 
Preparation for Ward Conferences 
(ll 
1. Ward conferences should be prepared 
and given by: 
a. Ins true tor . ........................ . 
b . Student . ........................... . 
c. Instructor and student •••.......•..• 
d. Instructor and several students ••••• 
e. Supervisor ......................... . 
f. Head nurse ......•................... 
2. Other personnel who should participate 
in the ward teaching program are: 
a . Doctor . ............................ . 
b. Supervisor . ........................ . 
c . He a.d nurse ......................... . 
d. Social worker ...................... . 
e. Dietitian .......................... . 
f. Specialists .. ...................... . 
3. Sufficient time for preparation of a 
ward conference is: 
a. Tw'o days .•.••.••.......•.••.......•• 
b. Tllree days ......................... . 
c . Four days ....................... . .. . 
d. Vfeek ••••.•••..•...•••••••••••••••••• 
4. Guidance in preparation of a ward con-
rerence should be given by: 
a. Instructor ......................... . 
b. Supervisor . ...•..................... 
c. Head nurse . ................•........ 
d. Doctor .............................. . 
Percentage 
of Responses 
(2) 
22.7 
11.9 
57.4 
43.8 
7.9 
27.8 
84.1 
18.7 
54.5 
57.4 
24.4 
36.9 
7.9 
11.4 
19.3 
60.8 
94.3 
5. 7 
38.6 
16.5 
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students (43.8 per cent). The head nu rse and the instructor 
should take this responsibility as indicated by 27.8 per cent 
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and 22.7 per cent respectively. That the student or super-
visor should prepare and give ward conferences was felt by 
only 11.9 per cent and 7.9 per cent in that order. 
Other personnel who should participate in the ward 
teaching program in rank order of responses are: Doctor 
(84.1 per cent), social worker (57.4 per cent), head nurse 
(54.5 per cent), specialists (36.9 per cent), dietitian 
(24.4 per cent), and supervisor (18.7 per cent). 
A week should be allowed as sufficient time for prepa-
ration of a ward conference as indicated by 60.8 per cent 
of the group. Four days seemed sufficient for 19.3 per cent 
while three days was indicated by 11.4 per cent and two days 
by 7.9 per cent. 
The instructor should offer guidance in preparation of 
a ward conference as shown by a response of 94.3 per cent. 
That the head nurse should offer assistance was indicated by 
38.6 per cent. The doctor rated in third place with a per-
centage of 16.5 and the supervisor in fourth place with a 
percentage of 5.7. 
In discussing whether the person presenting the ward 
conference should choose the patient to be discussed, 17.0 
per cent completely agreed, 67.6 per cent agreed with reser-
vation, 1.7 per cent had no opinion, 12.5 per cent disagreed 
with reservation, and 1.1 per cent completely disagreed. 
It was felt by 68.8 per cent who completely agreed that 
a specific outline to use in preparation of a ward conference 
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would be helpful. Twenty-six and seven tenths per cent 
agreed with reservation; 2 .3 per cent had no opinion; 1.1 
pe r cent disagreed with reservation and 1.1. pe r cent com-
pletely disagreed. 
Table 2a. Percentage of Responses Given by 'I'otal Group Re -
garding Preparation for Ward Conferences 
Preparation for Ward 
Conference 
(1) 
1. The person presenting 
the ward conference 
should choose the pa-
CA 
( 2) 
Percentage of Responses 
AR NO DR CD~/ 
(3) (41 ( 5) _( 61 
tient to be discussed. 17.0 67.6 1.7 12.5 1.1 
2. A specific outline to 
be used in preparation 
of a ward conference 
would be helpful •..... 68 . 8 26.7 2.3 1.1 1.1 
3. There is too much re-
liance on notes and 
reading material by 
the person presenting 
the ward conference... 8.5 34.1 11.4 33.5 13.6 
4. Students should be 
given extra time al-
lowance for time spent 
in preparation of a 
ward conference .•..... 52.3 22.7 9.7 6 .8 7 . 9 
5. The pat ient should be 
present at ward con-
ferencea •...•.. ~...... 6 .2 43 .1 6 .8 22.2 21.6 
6. All students attend-
ing the ward confer-
ence should be pre-
pared for the discus -
sion •.....••••••..•..• 38 .6 31.8 5.1 19.3 5.1 
~The abbreviations used in this table represent the follow-
ing: CA--completely agree, AR--agree with reservation, NO--
no opinion, DR--disagree with reservation, and CD--complete-
ly disagree. These abbreviations will be used in t ables as 
indicated throughout the manuscript. 
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The opinion regarding the statement that there is too 
much reliance on notes and t•eading material by the person 
presenting the ward conference was more scattered with 8.5 
per cent agreeing, 34.1 per cent agreeing with reservation, 
11.4 per cent having no opinion, 33.5 per cent disagreeing 
with reservation, and 13.6 per cent completely disagreeing . 
The students generally agree that they should have ex -
tra time allowance for time spent in preparation of a ward 
confel"ence. This was indicated by a response of 52.3 per 
cent who completely agreed and 22.7 per cent agreed to the 
statement with reservations. No opinion was indicated by 
9 . 7 per cent, and 6.8 per cent and 7.9 per cent disagreed 
with reservation or completely disagreed respectively. 
The students indicated a more varied response regard-
ing the presence of the patient at ward conferences. This 
is seen by the responses: Completely agree--6.2 per cent, 
ag ree with reservation--43.1 per cent, no opinion--6 .8 per 
cent, disagree with reservation--22.2 per cent, and com-
pletely disagree--21.6 per cent. 
A similar scatter is seen in relation to all students 
being prepared for discussion at ward conferences: Com~ 
pletely agree--38.6 per cent, agree with reservation 31. 8 
per cent, no opinion--5.1 per cent, disagree with reserva-
tion--19.3 per cent, and completely disagree--5.1 per cent. 
Total group responses regarding attendance at ward con-
ferences.-- The percentage of responses given by the total 
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group regarding attendance at ward conferences can be seen in 
Table 3. The majority of the students feel that attendance 
at w.ard coP1erences should be compulsory, as 44.9 per cent 
completely agreed to the item and 38.6 per cent agreed with 
reservation. Those who felt that the students should not be 
obliged to attend ward conferences were in the minorit y, as 
Table 3. Percentage of Responses Given by Total Group Re-
garding Attendance at Ward Conferences 
Attendance at Ward Percentage of Responses 
Conference 
CA AR NO DR CD 
(1) (2) ( 3) (4) ( 5) {6) 
1. Ward conferences should 
be compulsory .•. •....•• 44.9 38.6 2.3 10.2 4.0 
2. Students should be a.s-
signed to attend speci-
fie ward conferences ••• 63.1 26 . 1 1.7 6 .8 2.3 
3. Students should not be 
assigned to ward con-
ferences in off duty 
time .... '! •••••••••••••• 77.3 14. 8 0. 6 4.0 3.4 
4 . If students are as-
signed to attend ward 
conferences in off duty 
time, the time should 
be inclu~ed with in the 
forty-hour week ••.....• 92. 6 2.8 0.6 1.1 2.8 
5. Attendance at ward con -
ferences sh ould be en-
tire1y the . student's 
res ponsibility ..•...•.. 23. 9 19. 9 6.2 28.4 21.6 
6. Yard responsibilities 
make it difficult to 
get to ward conferences 55.7 32.9 3.4 6.8 1.1 
7. Head nurses are reluc-
tant to relieve stu-
dents to attend ward 
conferences .••......••. 17.0 32.9 12.5 27.8 9.? 
(concluded on next page) 
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Attendance at \1 ard Percentage of Responses 
Conference 
CA AR NO DR CD 
( 1) (2) (3) ( 4) l5J .C6} 
8 . Head nurses should re-
mind students about 
w.ard conferences sched-
uled each day at morn-
ing report . ............ 43.8 17.0 11.4 11.9 10.2 
9 . Onl y students who know 
the patient being dis-
cussed should be al-
l owed to attend the 
ward conference .•. ... •• 6 . 2 7 .9 3.4 22.7 59.7 
10. Other personnel should 
be encouraged to attend 
wa rd conferences ..••..• 29.5 30.7 18 . 2 11.9 9.7 
2 . 3 per cent checked column 4, 10.2 per cent checked col-
unm 5 , and 4 . 0 per cent checked column 6 . The students feel 
generally that they should be assigned to specific ward con-
ferences as 63.1 per cent completely agreed, 26.1 per cent 
agr eed wi th reservation , 1.7 per cent stated no opinion, 
6 . 8 per cent disagreed with reservation, and 2.3 per cent 
completely disagreed. 
Vihen they are assigned to ward conferences is of con-
cern to the majority of the students, as 77 .3 per cent do 
not feel that they should be assigned to ward conferences 
in off duty time, 14.8 per cent agree with reservation , 0. 6 
per cent had no opinion, 4.0 per cent disagreed with reserva-
tion , and 3.4 pe r cent completely disagreed. However, if it 
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becomes necessary to assign ward conferences in off duty 
time, 92.6 per cent are in complete agreement that the time 
should be included within the forty-hour week. Another 2.8 
per cent agree with reservation while only 0.6 per cent, 1.1 
per cent, and 2.8 per cent had no opinion, disagreed with 
reservation, and completely disagreed respectively. Wbether 
attendance at ward conferences should be entirely the stu-
dents' responsibility or not was fairly evenly divided among 
the five choices of response . Column 2 was checked by 23.9 
per cent, column 3 by 19.9 per cent, column 4 by 6.2 per 
cent, column 5 by 28.4 per cent, and column 6 by 21.6 per 
cent. 
One of the biggest problems in carrying out a ward 
teaching program is pressure of nursing service. This is 
reflected in the responses of the students as 55.7 per cent 
completely agree and 32.9 per cent agree with reservation 
that ward responsibilities make it difficult for them to get 
to ward conferences. The opinion is fairly evenly divided 
regarding reluctance on the part of the head nurse to re-
lieve them for ward conferences, a.s 17.0 per cent checked 
column 2, 32.9 per cent checked column 3, 12.5 per cent 
checked column 4, 27.8 per cent checked column 5, and 9.7 
per cent checked column 6. Many of the students think that 
the head nurse should remind them fot morning report when 
ward conferences are scheduled, as 43 . 8 per cent completely 
agreed and 17.0 per cent agreed with reservation. Others 
feel that this is not the head nurse's responsibility al-
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though they would find it helpful if they did this. 
The students feel quite definitely that it is not neces-
sary that the students attending the ward conference know the 
patient. The statement that only students who know the p~­
tient being discussed should be allowed to attend was com-
pletely disagreed with by 59.7 per cent and 22.7 per cent 
disagreed with reservation. They believe that something can 
be gained whether they know the patient or not. 
They are not too sure that other personnel should be en-
couraged to attend ward conferences or that they would profit 
by them as 29.5 per cent checked column 2, 30.7 per cent 
checked column 3, 18.2 per cent checked coluwn 4, 11.9 per 
cent checked column 5, and 9.7 per cent checked column 6. 
Total group responses regarding subject matter of ward 
conferences.-- Table 4 shows the percentage of responses given 
by the total group in regard to subject matter of ward con-
ferences. It is interesting to note that more students think 
that more emphasis should be placed on disease conditions 
than on nursing care. In regard to disease conditions 38.1 
per cent completely agreed that the disease conditions should 
be stressed; 46.7 per cent agreed with reservation, 7.9 per 
cent had no opinion, 6.2 per cent disagreed with reservation, 
and 1.1 per cent completely disagreed. In placing the empha-
sis on nursing care, 19.3 per cent completely agreed, 51.1 
per cent agreed with reservation, 2.8 per cent had no opinion, 
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23.3 per cent disagreed with reservation, and 3.4 per cent 
completely disagreed. However, the majority of the students 
feel that all aspects of patient care should be considered 
Table 4. Percentage of Responses Given by Total Group Re-
garding Subject Matter of Ward Conferences 
Subject Matter of 
the Ward Conference 
Percentage of Responses 
CA AR 
(1) (2) (3) 
1. Disease conditions 
should be stressed at 
ward conferences ......•. 38.1 46.7 
2. The emphasis of the ward 
conference should be on 
nursing care •.•••......• 19.3 51.1 
3. All aspects of patient 
care should b e consid-
ered at ward conferences 80.7 17.0 
4. More time should be 
spent on patient teach-
ing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 . 2 42 . 0 
5. Ward conferences should 
inc lude demonstrations 
of the use of equipment. 64.2 26.1 
6. Ward problems should be 
discussed at ward con-
ferences .....••.••.•••.• 60 .2 25.6 
7. Drug reviews should be 
frequently included in 
ward conferences........ 65.3 '22. 7 
8. A periodic review of all 
patients on a ward is 
helpful................. 67 .0 17. 6 
:NO 
( 4) 
7 . 9 
2.8 
0 
15.9 
2.3 
3.4 
5.7 
9.1 
DR CD 
(5) (6) 
6.2 1.1 
23.3 3.4 
2.3 0 
5.7 1.1 
6.2 1.1 
6.8 4.0 
4.5 1.7 
4.0 2 .• 8 
in ward conferences as 80.7 per cent completely agreed in re-
gard to this item, and 17.0 per cent agreed with reservation. 
Most of the students felt that more time should be spent on 
patient teaching, as 35.2 per• cent and 42 .o per cent agreed 
completely or with reservation respectively although 15.9 
per cent had no opinion. 
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Demonstration of equipment at ward conferences was con-
sidered worth-while by 64.2 per cent and 26.1 per cent who 
checked columns 2 and 3 although several students qualified 
their responses by adding new or technical equipment. 
Ward problems being discussed at ward conferences meets 
the approval of most of the students with 60.2 per cent and 
25.6 per cent agreeing completely or with reservation. Sev-
eral students stated that this should be done at another time. 
Many students feel the need of frequent drug reviews as 
it is difficult to keep informed about all the new drugs 
which appear on the market. This is shown by the way they 
checked this item: Column 2--65.3 per cent, column 3--22.7 
per cent, column 4--5.7 per cent, column 5--4.5 per cent, 
and column 6--1.7 per cent. 
Periodic reviews of all the patients on the ward would 
be deemed helpful by 67.0 per cent of the students. An ad-
ditional 17.6 per cent agreed with reservation that this 
would be worth-while although several students thought it 
was impractical from the time element point of view. 
Total group responses regarding methods of presentation 
and use of audio-visual aids.-- The methods of presentation 
which the total group of students find most helpful in rank 
order are: Informal lecture and discussion--79.5 per cent, 
demonstration--54.5 per cent, group discussion--47.7 per 
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cent, informal lecture--42.0 per cent, panel discussion--
13.6 per cent, oral quizzes--10.2 per cent, and role playing--
4.5 per cent. More detailed information can be obtained from 
Table 5. 
Table 5. Percentage of Responses Given by Total Group Re-
garding Methods of Presentation and Use of Audio-
Visual Aids 
Methods of Presentation; Percentage of Responses 
Use of Audio-Visual Aids CA AR NO DR CD 
{ 1) (9.' (3) {4,)_ J5} ( 6) 
1. The methods of presenta-
tion which are most ef-
fective are: 
a. Group discussion ••••• 47.7 31.8 13.6 4.0 3.4 
b. Informal lecture ••••• 42.0 27.8 20.5 7.4 2.3 
c. Informal lecture and 
discussion ••••••••••• 79.5 14.2 5.7 0 0.6 
d. Demonstration •••••••• 54.5 26.1 14.8 4.0 0 
e. Panel discussion ••••• 13.6 21.0 34.1 22.2 9.7 
f. Role playing ••••••••• 4.5 10.2 33.5 25.0 26.7 
g. Oral quizzes ••••••••. 10.2 17.6 27.8 26.1 18.2 
2. Audio-visual aids which 
make ward conferences 
more meaningful are: 
a. Pictures ••.•.•••••••• 77.3 16.5 5.7 0.6 0 
b. Diagrams ••••••••••••• 63.1 27.2 8.5 1.1 0 
c. Equipment •••••••••••• 72.2 21.0 5.1 0.6 1.1 
d. Bulletin board dis-
plays ................ 38.6 32.9 20.5 6.2 1.7 
e. Films ................ '78.4 16.5 4.0 1.7 0 
f. X- rays .. ............. 61.4 24.4 9.7 4.5 0 
The students indicated that most of the audio-visual 
aids included in the inquiry form were of value. They were 
rated according to the number of responses as follows: 
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FilmE--78.4 per cent, picturea--77.3 per cent, equipment--
72.2 per cent, diagrama--63.1 per cent, x-raya--61.4 per 
cent, and bulletin board displays--38.6 per cent. Several 
students mentioned that the latter visual aid is helpful but 
frequently overlooked. 
Total group responses regarding evaluation of ward con-
ferences.-- The percentage of responses regarding evaluation 
of ward conferences is tabulated in Table 6. One of the ob-
jectives of ward conferences is to help the students improve 
in their ability to give good nursing care. Apparently, 
this objective is met with some degree of success as the 
item was checked in column 2--63.1 per cent, column 3--33.5 
per cent, columns 4 and 5--1.7 per cent, and nothing in 
column 6. 
In response to the item that ward conferences are mo-
notonous 35.8 per cent and 41.5 per cent of the students 
completely disagree or disagree with reservation respective-
ly. Similarly, 20.5 per cent and 35.8 per cent disagree com-
pletely or with reservations that ward conferences are repe-
titious. Some students who felt that the above was true al-
so felt that repetition increases learning. 
The use of pretests and end-of-service teats met with 
rather varied opinions with a nearly equal percentage of 
responses in each area of the five-choice scale. 
That there should be a minimum requirement of hours in 
the total ward teaching program was completely agreeable or 
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Table 6. Percentage of Responses Given by Total Group Re-
garding Evaluation of Ward Conferences 
Evaluation of 
Ward Conferences 
Percentage of Responses 
(1) 
1. Ward conferences help 
to improve nursing 
CA 
(2) 
AR 
(3) 
care................... 6:3.1 33.5 
2. Ward conferences are 
NO DR CD 
ifi) (6) 
1.7 1.7 0 
monotonous............. 0 15.3 6.8 41.5 35.8 
3. Ward conferences are 
repetitious............ 7.4 26:1 10.2 35.8 20.5 
4. Pretests and end-of-
service tests should 
be given on each ward •• 17.6 21.6 21.6 13.7 25.6 
5. There should be a mini-
mum requirement of 
hours in the total ward 
teaching program ••••••. 51.7 22.7 11.9 11.9 4.5 
6. Ward conferences should 
be given earlier in the 
preclinical period to 
correlate with the 
study of sciences •••••• 31.3 30.7 7.4 18.7 11.9 
7. Impromptu ward confer-
ences given by the head 
nurses are valuable •••• 70.5 19.3 6.8 2.8 0.6 
8. The number of times a 
student attends a ward 
conference on the same 
disease should be con-
trolled ••••••••.•••.•.• 45.5 27.8 6.8 7.9 11.9 
9. Attendance at Medical 
Conferences is valuable 47.2 34.1 17.0 1.7 0 
10. It is of little signif-
icance that students of 
all levels of experi-
ence attend the same 
ward conference •••••••• 28.9 28.9 10.2 18.2 13.7 
11. Clinical teaching given 
during block classes is 
effective •••••.••...••• 70.5 24.4 2.3 2.8 0 
(concluded on next page) 
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Table 6. (concluded) 
Evaluation of Percentage of Respon~es 
Ward Conferences 
CA AR NO DR CD 
Jll (2) (31 J4) ( 5) (6) 
12. Clinical teaching peri-
ods given during block 
classes serve as a 
means for an instructor 
to "cram" in more ma-
terial ................. 7.4 17.0 11.9 25.6 38.1 
13. Material given in clin-
ical teaching periods 
during block classes is 
repetitious of class 
material . •............. 6.2 28.9 6.8 40.9 17.0 
14. Films shown during 
block classes help to 
clarify the subject 
matter of classes •••••• 75.0 21.6 1.7 1.1 0.6 
agreeable with reservation to 51.7 per cent and 22.7 per cent 
respectively. 
Many students felt that ward conferences should be 
given earlier in the preclinical. period to correlate with 
the study of sciences although they realize the difficulty 
involved in adding to an already heavy schedule. The re-
sponses to this item showed agreement to disagreement--31.3 
per cent, 30.7 per cent, 7.4 per cent, 18.7 per cent, and 
11.9 per cent. 
Impromptu ward conferences given by the head nurse 
proved to be valuable to 70.5 per cent and 19.3 per cent 
who checked columns 2 and 3 in the scale. 
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Nearly three-fourths of the students as indicated by 
their responses feel that there should be some control over 
the number of times a student attends a ward conference on 
the same disease. Others feel, however, that different pa-
tients present different problema even though the disease 
is the same. 
Medical conferences are valuable to the students as 
indicated by their responses to the item. The percentage 
of responses was 47.2 and 34.1 per cent in columns 2 and 3. 
Several students have never attended one and, therefore, 
have no opin ion regarding them. 
The ward conferences as they are now carried out are 
made up of students of all levels of experience. Th is is 
met with approval by 28.9 per cent and 28.9 per cent of the 
students who completely agree or agree with reservations 
respectively. Approximately 30 per cent would be in favor 
of dividing the students according to their level of expe-
r ience. 
I n an attempt to correlate classroom theory with clin-
ical experience, teaching periods are also held for the stu-
dents who are having block classes. The majority of the 
students feel that this teaching is effective as indicated 
by the percentage of responses in agreement of 70.5 per cent 
and 24.4 per cent. Most of the students do not think that 
instructors use this as a means of "cra.mming" in more mate-
rial, as 38.1 per cent completely disagreed with the i tem 
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and 25.6 per cent disagreed with reservation. Material giv-
en during these teaching periods does not prove to be repe-
titious of class material as 40.9 per cent checked column 5 
and 17.0 per cent checked column 6. Films which are used to 
supplement the teaching during block help to clarify the 
subject matter of the classes for 75.0 per cent and 21.6 per 
cent who checked columns 2 and 3 respectively. 
Third-year students' responses regarding time and en-
vironmental factors.-- Table 7 shows the percentage of re-
sponses given by third-year students in regard to time and 
environmental factors. The third-year students as a group 
(85 per cent) feel that the early afternoon is the most con-
venient time for ward conferences to be held as they feel 
that ward responsibilities are less pressing at this time. 
They also feel as a group (90 per cent) that specific days 
should be set aside in which to have ward conferences. In 
this way time and work can be planned more effectively. 
That the subject should determine the appropriate length of 
the ward conference is the opinion of 72 per cent of the 
third year students. Extending them merely to use up time 
defeats their purpose and makes them monotonous and less in-
teresting. Fifty-one per cent of the third-year students 
feel that at least two ward conferences should be made a-
vailable each week although 44 per cent think that one per 
week is sufficient. Teaching is more meaningful for third-
year students when ward conferences are correlated with ward 
Table 7. Percentage of Responses Given by Third-Year Stu-
dents Regarding Time and Environmental Factors 
Affecting Ward Conferences 
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Time and Environmental Factors 
Percentage 
of Responses 
(, \ 
1. The time which is most convenient for 
ward conferences is: 
a. Following morning report •••••••••••• 
b . Late morning ....................... . 
c. Early afternoon .•••••••.••••.••••••• 
d. ·Late afternoon .••••••••••••••••••••• 
2. Specific days should be set aside for 
ward conferences: 
a. Yes ................................ . 
b. No • •.••••.•••.••••...••••••••••••••. 
3. The appropriate length of each ward 
conference should be: 
a. 30 minutes ......................... . 
b. 45 minutes ......................... . 
c . 60 minutes ......................... . 
d. Dependent on subject matter ••••••••• 
4. The number of ward conferences which 
should be available each week is: 
a . One ••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••• 
b . Two ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c . Three .............................. . 
5. Teaching is more meaningful when ward 
conferences are given: 
a. Before formal classes .••••••.....••• 
b. Concurrently with formal classes •••• 
c. After completion of formal classes .• 
d. In correlation with ward experience. 
6. Ward conferences are often given in 
areas which are distracting and noisy: 
a. Yes ................................ . 
b. l~o ................................. . 
7 . Ward conferences are more effective 
when held in: 
a. Nurses' station •••.••••••.•.••••.••. 
b. Alcove . ............................. . 
c • ~Vard class room •••.•••••••.........•• 
d. Classrooms in nurses' residence ••••• 
e . Sola r11lills .••••.........•.•...•..•..• 
0 
13 
85 
8 
90 
10 
1 
8 
23 
72 
44 
51 
3 
1 
22 
6 
91 
47 
53 
0 
0 
83 
5 
26 
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experience. This was expressed by 91 per cent of the group. 
The fact that ward conferences are often held in areas which 
are noisy and distracting was noted by 47 per cent although 
53 per cent did not find this to be an annoying factor. The 
acquisition of an additional ward classroom since this study 
began has practically eliminated this problem. Eighty-three 
per cent of the students selected the ward classrooms as the 
most effective place to hold ward conferences. 
Third-year students' responses regarding preparation 
for ward conferences.-- The opinions of the third-year stu-
dents in regard to preparation for ward conferences can be 
seen in Tables 8 and 8a. They feel that the instructor and 
a student (60 per cent) or an instructor and several stu-
dents (54 per cent) should prepare and give ward conferences. 
Their interest in the head nurse (28 per cent) warrants hav-
ing her take part in some of the ward conferences. As was 
true of the total group 1 94 per cent of the third year stu-
dents would like to have the doctor participate in ward con-
ferences. They also feel it important to have the social 
worker and head nurse included in the ward teaching program 
as indicated by the percentage of responses of 67 per cent 
and 62 per cent respectively. 1~e majority of the students 
(67 per cent) feel that a week is necessary for the prepara-
tion of a ward conference and that they should be guided in 
preparation by the instructor (91 per cent). 
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Seventy-four per cent of the third-year students agree 
with reservation and 16 per cent completely agree that the 
Table 8. Percentage of Responses Given by Third-Year Stu-
dents · Regarding Preparation for Ward Conferences 
Preparation for ~ard Conferences 
(1) 
1. Ward conferences should be prepared 
and given by: 
a . Ins true tor . ........................ . 
b . St udent . ........................... . 
c. Instructor and student •••.•••••••••• 
d. Instructor and several students •••.• 
e. Supervisor ......... ................ . 
f. I1ead nurse . ........................ . 
2. Other personnel who should participate 
in the ward teaching program are: 
a. Doctor ............................. . 
b. Supervisor ......................... . 
c. Head nurse . ........................ . 
d. Social worker ...................... . 
e. Dietitian .......................... . 
f. Specialists •••••.•••••••••..•.••••.• 
3. Sufficient time for preparation of a 
ward conference is: 
a. Two days ..••.........•........ . ..... 
b. Three days . ........................ . 
c. Four days .......................... . 
d. V'feek • •••••••••••..•••••••••••••••••• 
4. Guidance in preparation of a ward con-
ference should be given by: 
a.. Ins true tor . ........................ . 
b. Supervisor ......................... . 
c. Head nurse . ........................ . 
d. Doctor ............................. . 
Percentage 
of Responses 
(2) 
22 
13 
60 
54 
9 
28 
94 
19 
62 
67 
26 
37 
4 
6 
26 
67 
91 
6 
38 
22 
person presenting the ward conference should choose the pa-
tient to be discussed. More effort can be put into the 
4 6 
preparation of the material if the person is interested in 
t h e patient. A few students felt, however, that students 
would be tempted to select an easy patient rather than one 
which would have educational value. The ma j ority of them 
(68 per cent and 27 per cent agreeing completely or with 
reservation) t h ought that a specific outline to be used i n 
preparation of a ward conference would be helpful. They 
would wish to use it as a guide rather than be compelled to 
follow it exactly . 
The use of notes and reading material by the person pre-
senting the war d conference showed mo re widesp read opinion. 
Column 2 was checked by 10 per cent, column 3 by 41 per cent, 
column 4 by 14 per cent, column 5 by 22 per cent, and col-
umn 6 by 14 per cent. Many thought that notes should be 
u s ed for statistical or technical information. 
Th ird-year students in general feel that extra time al-
lowance should be given for time spent in preparation of a 
ward conference--55 per cent and 21 per cent having respond-
ed by complete or partial agreement to t h e item. 
Fifty-ni ne per cent as oppo s ed to 36 per cent felt t hat 
t he patient should be present a t t h e ward conference. Their 
responses were qualified to the extent t hat it would de pend 
upon t h e patient. Even though t h ey mi ght l ike to have the 
patient attend, they would not wish it to be harmful to him. 
Others thought it would be more advisable to see the patient 
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before or after the ward conference or that the patient 
should only attend the ward conference if he could add per-
tinent information. 
Table 8a. Percentage of Response~ Given by Third-Year Stu-
dents Re garding Preparation for Ward Conferences 
Preparation for Ward 
Conference 
(1) 
1. The person presenting 
the ward conference 
should choose the pa-
tient to be discussed ..• 
2. A specific outline to be 
used in preparation of 
a ward conference would 
be helpful •••••.......• • 
3. There is too much reli-
ance on notes and read-
ing material by the per-
son presenting the ward 
conference ••••••••••.••• 
4. Students should be given 
extra time allowance for 
time spent in prepara-
tion of a ward confer-
ence . .................. . 
5. The patient should be 
present at ward confer-
ence s .................. . 
6. All students attending 
the ward conference 
should be pre pared for 
the discussion .•••••.••• 
Percentage of Responses 
CA AR NO DR CD 
12) L31 ( 4) (fi) 
16 74 0 8 1 
68 27 1 1 3 
10 41 14 22 14 
55 21 10 8 6 
8 51 5 19 17 
40 31 1 21 8 
Opinions were also divided in respect to all students 
being prepared for the discussion. Forty per cent and 31 
per cent agreed to the item completely or partially while 
1 per cent had no opinion and 21 per cent and 8 per cent 
partially or completely disagreed. 
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Third-year students' responses regarding attendance at 
ward conferences.--By referring to Table 9, the percentage 
of responses given by the third-year students in regard to 
ward conference attendance can be noted. Third-year stu-
dents (84 per cent) are in agreement that ward conferences 
should be compulsory. Most of them (94 per cent) approve 
of having students assigned to attend specific ward confer-
ences, but (91 per cent) would not like them assigned during 
their free time. Should this be necessary, there is no doubt 
that the students (97 per cent) would prefer the time to be 
included within the forty-hour week. They are uncertain as 
to whether the student should assume complete responsibility 
for her attendance at ward conferences. The percentage of 
responses is well distributed among the five choices on the 
scale as shown by 22 per cent, 16 per cent, 5 per cent, 32 
per cent, and 26 per cent respectively for columns 2, ~4, 
5, and 6. 
Ward responsibilities make it difficult for them to 
get to ward conferences as indicated by the responses of 
62 per eent and 26 per cent who completely agree or agree 
with reservation. Sixty-four per cent of the students feel 
that the head nurses are reluctant to relieve them but pri-
marily because the wards are busy, and there are few nurses 
available to take over their assignment for them. 
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Table 9. Percentage of Responses Given by Third-Year Stu-
dents Regarding Attendance at Ward Conferences 
Attendance at Ward Percenta__ge of Responses 
Conference 
CA AR NO DR CD 
. (1} i2) L3J ill lJ5l (6) 
1. Ward conferences should 
be compulsory ••.••••••• 35 49 3 10 4 
2. Students should be as-
signed to attend speci-
fie ward conferences ..• 68 26 3 3 1 
3. Students should not be 
assigned to ward con-
ferences in off duty 
time . ................•. 72 19 0 5 3 
4. If students are as-
signed to attend ward 
conferences in off duty 
time, the time should 
be included within the 
forty-hour week •••••••• 94 3 0 3 1 
5. Attendance at ward con-
ferences should be en-
tirely the student's 
responsibility ••••.•..• 22 16 5 32 26 
6. Ward responsibilities 
make it difficult to 
get to ward conferences 62 26 1 10 1 
7. Head nurses are reluc-
tant to relieve stu-
dents to attend ward 
conferences •••••....•.• 26 38 5 24 6 
8. Head nurses should re-
mind students about 
ward conferences sched-
uled each day at morn-
ing report ••••••••••••. 47 21 13 12 8 
9. Only students who know 
the patient being dis-
cussed should be al-
lowed to attend the 
ward conference •••••••• 6 12 3 29 50 
10. Other personnel should 
be encouraged to attend 
ward conferences .•••••• 26 40 12 14 9 
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Several of the students would like the head nurse to 
remind them about ward conferences scheduled each day at 
morning report. This was indicated by 47 per cent and 21 
per cent who completely agreed to the item or agreed with 
reservation. A few of them stated that this was not the 
head nurse's responsibility and didn't think that the head 
nurse would want to assume it. 
The majority of the students disagreed completely 
(50 per cent) or partially (29 per cent) that only students 
who know the patient being discussed should be allowed to 
attend, as there is value that can be derived even when 
they don't know the patient. The information gained can be 
applied to similar situations. 
Other personnel might be encouraged to attend, but 
this should be controlled. They responded to the item by 
26 per cent completely agreeing, 40 per cent agreeing with 
reservation, 12 per cent had no opinion, 14 per cent dis-
agreed with reservation, and 9 per cent completely disagreed. 
Third-year students' responses regarding subject mat-
ter of the ward conference.-- Table 10 shows the percentage 
of responses given by third-year students in regard to the 
subject matter of the ward conference. Eighty-two per cent 
of the students as opposed to 59 per cent prefer to have 
disease conditions stressed at ward conferences rather than 
to place the emphasis on nursing care. However, 99 per cent 
feel that ward ·conferences should consider all aspects of 
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patient care, and 81 per cent think that more time should 
be spent on patient teaching. Complete and partial agree-
ment by 71 per cent and 18 per cent of the students 
Table 10. Percentage of Responses Given by Third-Year Stu-
dents Regarding Subject Matter of Ward Confer-
ences 
Subject Matter of Percentage of Responses 
the Ward Conference 
CA AR NO DR CD 
(ll (2) L3l (4) (5} (6) 
1. Disease conditions 
should be str essed at 
ward conferences •••.•••• 35 47 8 9 1 
2 . The emphasis of the ward 
conference should be on 
nursing care •••.•..•...• 17 42 3 35 4 
3. All aspects of patient 
care should be consid-
ered at ward conferences 85 14 0 1 0 
4. More time should be 
spent on patient teach-
ing . ............ ........ 36 45 14 4 1 
5. 11 ard conferences should 
include demonstrations 
of the use of equipment . 55 35 1 6 3 
6. Ward problems should be 
discussed at ward con-
ferences .••.•.•••••••.•• 71 18 3 8 0 
7. Drug reviews should be 
frequently included in 
ward conferences ..•.••.. 76 14 5 3 1 
8. A periodic review of all 
patients on a ward is 
helpful . ................ 78 12 3 6 1 
indicates that ward problems should be discussed at ward con-
ferences. Many students qualified their responses by stating 
that only problems pertinent to the discussion should be in-
cluded. 
Boston Universit y 
School of Education 
Library; 
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Ninety per cent of the students want frequent drug re-
views and periodic reviews of all the patients on a ward in-
eluded in ward conferences. 
Third-year students' responses regarding methods of 
presentation and use of audio-visual aids.-- Third-year stu-
dents, as seen in Table 11, prefer the informal lecture and 
Table 11. Percentage of Responses Given by Third-Year Stu-
dents Regarding Methods of Presentation and Use 
of Audio-Visual Aids 
Methods of Presentation; Percentage of Responses 
Use of Audio-Visual Aids CA AR NO DR CD 
(1) (2) (3 ) (4) (f)) ( 6) 
1. The methods of presenta-
tion which are most ef-
fective are: 
a. Group discussion ••••• 46 37 12 1 4 
b . Informal lecture ••••• 27 31 28 10 4 
c. Informal lecture and 
discussion •••.••••••• 73 19 5 0 1 
d. Demonstration •••••••• 38 36 19 6 0 
e. Panel discussion ••••. 13 22 35 24 6 
f. Role playing ••••••.•• 5 8 35 26 27 
g . Oral quizzes ••••••••• 10 19 27 29 14 
2. Audio-visual aids which 
make ward conferences 
more meaningful are: 
a. Pictures . ............ 79 16 4 0 0 
b. Diagrams ••.•••••••.•• 73 18 6 1 0 
0. Equipment .•.••••••••• 72 19 4 1 3 
d. Bulletin board dis-
plays ................ 47 2.9 17 5 1 
e. Filtns ................ 73 21 4 1 0 
f. X- rays ............... 59 31 6 5 0 
discussion method of presentation as indicated by 73 per cent 
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completely agreeing and 19 per cent agreeing with reserva-
t ion. The next most popular method is group discussion 
with affirmative responses of 46 per cent and 37 per cent. 
Demonstration follows with 38 per cent and 36 per cent. In-
formal lecture rated 27 per cent and 31 per cent. Panel 
discussions, role playing, and oral quizzes do not rate very 
h igh. 
All types of audio-visual aids appear to make ward con-
ferences more meaningful. In rank order of preference they 
are: Pictures--79 per cent and 16 per cent, films--73 per 
cent and 21 per cent, diagrams--73 per cent and 18 per cent, 
equipment--72 per cent and 19 per cent, x-rays--59 per cent, 
and 31 per cent, and bulletin board displays--47 per cent 
and 29 per cent. 
Third-year students' responses regarding evaluation of 
ward conferences.-- The third-year students ' opinions r egard-
ing the value of ward conferences are summarized in Table 12 
according to percentage of responses. Ward conferences help 
to improve nursing care according to the percentage of re-
sponses of 63 per cent and 33 per cent who checked columns 
2 and 3. Forty-five per cent and 29 per cent partially and 
completely disagree that ward conferences are monotonous, 
but 13 per cent and 38 per cent agree completely and par-
tially that they are repetitious. The distribution of re-
sponses is fairly evenly divided among the five choices on 
the latter item. 
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Most of the students (29 per cent completely agree and 
35 per cent agree with reservation) that pretests and end-
of-service tests should be given on each ward. They would 
include them as a necessary evil or have them only on spe-
cific wards where teaching is more valuable. 
The majority of the students feel that a minimum re-
quirement of hours in the total ward teaching program should 
be continued as evidenced by the percentage of responses of 
60 per cent and 21 per cent. 
Table 12. Percentage of Responses Given by Third-Year Stu -
dents Regarding Evaluation of Ward Conferences 
Evaluation of Percentage of Responses 
Ward Conferences 
CA AR NO DR CD 
( 1 ) {2) {~) (41 _(5) ( 6) 
1. Ward conferences help 
to improve nursing 
care . .................. 63 33 3 1 0 
2. Ward conferences are 
monotonous ••••••••••.•• 0 21 5 45 29 
3. Ward conferences are 
repetitious ••••.•••.••• 13 38 4 29 16 
4. Pretests and end-of-
service tests should 
be given on each ward •• 29 35 10 12 14 
5. There should be a mini-
mum requirement of 
hours in the total ward 
teaching program ••••••• 60 21 9 5 5 
6. Ward conferences should 
be given earlier in the 
preclinical period to 
correlate with the 
study of sciences •••••• 28 26 6 27 13 
(concluded on next page) 
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Table 12. (concluded) 
Evaluation of Percentage of Responses 
Ward Conferences CA AR NO DR CD 
L~l (2) (~) C4 l {_fi) (6) 
7. Impromptu ward confer-
ences given by the head 
nurses are valuable •••• 70 18 8 4 0 
8. The number of times a 
student attends a ward 
conference on the same 
disease should be con-
trolled ..••......••...• 46 32 5 9 8 
9. Attendance at Medical 
Conferences is valuable 50 37 12 1 0 
10. It is of little signif-
icance that students of 
all levels of experi-
ence attend the same 
ward conference .•••••.. 28 32 8 14 18 
11. Clinical teaching given 
during block classes is 
erfecti ve ••••••••.••... 71 23 1 4 0 
12. Clinical teaching peri-
ods given during block 
classes serve as a 
means for an instructor 
to "cram" in more ma-
terial . ................ 3 14 14 28 41 
13. Material given in clin-
ical teaching periods 
during block classes is 
repetitious of class 
material ............... 6 29 5 40 19 
14. Films shown during 
block classes help to 
clarify the subject 
matter of classes ••••.• 78 19 1 0 0 
The item referring to ward conferences being given 
earlier in the preclinical period to correlate with the stu-
dy of sciences met with a scattered pattern of responses: 
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Twenty-eight per cent completely agreed, 26 per cent agreed 
with reservation, 6 per cent had no opinion, 27 per cent 
disagreed with reservation, and 13 per cent completely dis-
agreed. 
Impromptu ward conferences given by the head nurse are 
deemed valuable as indicated by positive responses of 70 per 
cent and 18 per cent. 
Seventy-eight per cent of the students feel that the 
number of times a student attends a ward conference on the 
same disease should be controlled, and eighty-seven per 
cent think that attendance at medical conference is valu-
able. 
There is a difference of opinion as to whether it is 
of significance that all levels of students attend the same 
ward conference. Sixty per cent feel that it is not good to 
have all levels of students at the same ward conference 
while 32 per cent think that it is helpful because they all 
learn from each other. 
Clinical teaching given during block classes appears 
to be effective to 94 per cent of the students and only 17 
per cent feel that instructors use this as a means of "cram-
ming" in more material. Thirty-five per cent opine that 
material given during clinical teaching periods in block is 
repetitious of class material while 59 per cent do not. 
Fil~ prove to be an effective means of clarifying the sub-
ject matter of classes as indicated by responses of 97 per 
56 
cent. 
Second-year students' responses regarding time and en-
vironmental factors.-- Table 13 shows the percentage of re-
sponses given by second-year students in regard to time and 
environmental factors. The majority opinion (82 per cent) 
of this group of students indicates that ward conferences 
are more conveniently given in the early afternoon, and 84 
per cent prefer specific days, if not day off, to be set 
aside for this purpose. The subject matter should deter-
mine the appropriate length of each ward conference as was 
Table 13. Percentage of Responses Given by Second-Year Stu-
dents Regarding Time and Environmental Factors 
Affecting Ward Conferences 
Time and Environmental Factors 
1. The time which is most convenient for 
ward conferences is: 
a. Following morning report •••••••••••• 
b . Late morning ....................... . 
c. Early afternoon ••••....•.••.•.••..•. 
d. Late afternoon ••••••••••••..•••••••• 
2. Specific days should be set aside for 
ward conferences: 
a. Yes ............ .................... . 
b. No . •..••••••.••..•••••...••••..••••• 
3. The appropriate length of each ward 
conference should be: 
a. 30 minutes . ........................ . 
b. 45 minutes ......................... . 
c . 60 minute s • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
d. Dependent on subject matter ••••••••• 
(concluded on next page) 
Percentage 
of Responses 
0 
2 
82 
16 
84 
16 
0 
4 
18 
77 
Table 13. (concluded) 
Time and Environmental Factors 
(l) 
4. The number of ward conferences which 
should be available each week is: 
a.. One .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
b. Two . ..•..•...........•...........•.. 
a . Three .............................. . 
5. Teaching is more meaningful when ward 
conferences are gi·ven: 
a. Before formal classes ••••••••••.•••• 
b. Concurrently with formal classes .••• 
c. After completion of .formal classes .. 
d. In correlation with ward experience. 
6. Ward conferences are often given in 
areas which are distracting and noisy: 
a. Yes ................................ . 
b. No •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
7. Ward conferences are more effective 
when held in: 
a. Nurses' station •••••.••••••••••••••• 
b. Alcove . ..•....... · .......••.......... 
c. Ward classroom •••••••••••••••••••.•• 
d. Classrooms in nurses' residence ••••• 
e. Solariu-ms . ....................•...•. 
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Percentage 
of Responses 
(2) 
47 
49 
4 
2 
27 
4 
84 
45 
55 
0 
2 
75 
8 
24 
indicated by 77 per cent. The responses were almost evenly 
divided between having one or two ward conferences available 
each week with 47 per cent and 49 per cent respectively. 
The majority of the second-year students (84 per cent) would 
choose to have ward conferences given in correlation with 
ward experience although 27 per cent would like them concur-
rently with formal classes. Almost as many students (45 per 
cent) have experienced ward conferences held in noisy and 
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distracting areas as did not (55 per cent). The ward class-
rooms prove to be the best place to attend ward conferences 
for 75 per cent of the group although the solariums are sat-
isfactory to 24 per cent. 
Second-year students' responses regarding preparation 
for ward conferences.-- Tables 14 and 14a show the detailed 
Table 14. Percentage of Responses Given by Second-Year Stu-
dents Regarding Preparation for Ward Conferences 
Preparation for Ward Conferences 
(1) 
1. Ward conferences should be prepared 
and given by: 
a. Instructor •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
b. Student . ........................... . 
e. Instructor and student •••••••••••••• 
d. Instructor and several students ••••• 
e. Supervisor ....•..•....•.•.•.••.....• 
f. Head nurse •. .......................• 
2. Other personnel who should participate 
in the ward teaching program are: 
a. • Doc tor . ....................•........ 
b. Supervisor . ........................ . 
c. Head nurse .. ....................... . 
d. Social worker •••••••••••••••••.••••• 
e. Dietitian . ......................... . 
f. Specialists ••••••••••.•••••••••••••• 
3. Sufficient time for preparation of a 
ward conference is: 
a. Two days ........................... . 
b. Tllree days ...•..........•.•••.•...•. 
c . Four days .......................•... 
d. Week ..•••••.••••••••••••.••••••••••• 
4. Guidance in preparation of a ward con-
ference should be given by: 
Percentage 
of Responses 
16 
14 
61 
51 
8 
29 
82 
14 
57 
45 
12 
18 
14 
14 
16 
55 
a. Ins true tor. • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • 100 
b. Supervisor.......................... 8 
o. Head nurse. . • . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • . . • . . . . . 49 
d. Doctor.............................. 12 
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percentage of responses of second-year students regarding 
preparation for ward conferences. Most of the students pre-
fer to have the ward conferences prepared and given by an 
instructor and a student (61 per cent) or by an instructor 
and several students (51 per cent). The doctor is the most 
popular participant (82 per cent) with the head nurse (57 
per cent) in second place, and the social worker (45 per 
cent) in third place. The second-year students concur with 
the seniors that a week is sufficient time for preparation 
of a ward conference, and that they should be primarily 
guided by the instructor. They also appreciate the value 
of the head nurse in assisting them. 
Seventy-seven per cent agree with reservation and 
another 8 per cent completely agree that the person pre-
senting the ward conference should choose the patient to be 
discussed although many students qualified their response. 
They feel that students should be guided in their choice, 
and that it should be a mutual decision between the instruct-
or and the student. In this way the student may select a 
patient she knows and has interest in while the instructor 
can assure the educational value. 
Complete agreement by 75 per cent and partial agree-
ment by an additional 20 per cent indicates that a specific 
outline to be used in preparation of a ward conference would 
be helpful provided that it does not discourage originality. 
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The same number (49 per cent) of students agree as dis-
agree that there is too much reliance on notes and reading 
material by the person presenting the ward conference. 
Table 14a. Percentage of Responses Given by Second-Year 
Students Regarding Preparation for Ward Con-
ferences 
Three-fourths of the students feel that they should be 
given extra time allowance for time spent in preparation of 
a ward conference. 
In spite of the variety in responses the second-year 
students have similar opinions in relation to the patient 
being present at the ward conference. This was evidenced 
by their qualifying remarks which included having the pa-
tient present for part of the discussion, not causing em-
barrassment to the patient, and depending on the patient 
and his condition. 
The second-year students (81 per cent) are in agree-
ment that they should all be prepared for the discussion 
when attending a ward conference. 
Second-zear students' yesponses regarding attendance 
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at ward conferences.-- The attitudes of the second-year 
students in regard to ward conference attendance is re-
flected by their responses shown in Table 15. The majori-
ty (57 and 24 per cent) feel that the ward conference 
should be compulsory, and 65 and 18 per cent do not think 
that they should be assigned in off duty time. They are in 
almost complete agreement (94 per cent) that the time should 
be included in the forty-hour week if they are so assigned. 
The feeling that the students should accept complete 
responsibility for attendance at ward conferences is not 
shared by all. Fifty-seven per cent agree that it should 
be their responsibility while 37 per cent disagree. 
Ninety-eight per cent of the second-year students find 
it difficult to get to ward conferences because of ward re-
sponsibilities. Forty-five per cent of them agree and 43 
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Table 15. Percentage of Responses Given by Second-Year Stu-
dents Regarding Attendance at Ward Conferences 
- --
Attendance at Ward Percentage of Responses 
-Conference CA AR NO DR CD 
-(1) _(2) (~) (4) 
- -
(5) J£) 
1. Ward conferences should 
be compulsory •••••••••• 57 24 2 12 4 
2. Students should be as-
signed to attend speci-
fie ward conferences .•• 65 18 0 14 2 
3. Students should not be 
assigned to ward eon-
ferences in off duty 
time . ........•.•....... 82 8 2 4 4 
4. If students are as-
signed to attend ward 
conferences in off d.uty 
time, the time should 
be included within the 
forty-hour week •••••••• 92 2 2 0 4 
5. Attendance at ward con-
ferenees should be en-
tirely the student's 
responsibility ••••••••• 39 18 6 27 10 
6. Ward responsibilities 
make it difficult to 
get to ward conferences 65 33 0 2 0 
7. Head nurses are reluc-
tant to relieve stu-
dents to attend ward 
conferences .•••••••••.• · 10 35 12 33 10 
8. Head nurses should re-
mind students about 
ward conferences ached-
uled each day at morn-
ing report •••••••••••.• 65 14 10 6 4 
9. Only students who know 
the patient being dis-
cussed should be al-
lowed to attend the 
ward conference .••••••• 10 8 6 24 51 
10. Other personnel should 
be encouraged to attend 
ward conferences ••••••• 35 24 20 8 12 
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per cent disagree that head nurses are reluctant to relieve 
them for ward conferences. Twelve per cent have no opinion. 
Seventy-nine per cent of the students would appreciate a re-
minder by the head nurse about ward conferences scheduled at 
morning report. 
Three-fourths of the students do not feel it necessary 
to restrict ward conferences to the students who know the 
patient as they can apply what they learn to similar pa-
tients, and they feel that students who don't know the pa-
tient can offer unbiased opinions. 
Fifty-nine per cent of the students would encourage 
other personnel to attend ward conferences, but 20 per cent 
would not and 20 per cent had no opinion concerning the mat-
ter. 
Second-year students' responses regarding subject mat-
ter of ward conferences.-- Table 16 shows the second-year 
students' responses regarding subject matter of ward con-
ferences. Disease conditions and nursing care received al-
most equal emphasis as part of the ward conference by the 
second-year students with 86 per cent and 75 per cent re-
spectively, but all of them felt that all aspects of patient 
care should be considered. 
The majority of the students (37 and 39 per cent) think 
that more time should be spent on patient teaching, and 77 
per cent and 16 per cent agree that demonstrations of equip-
ment should be included. 
• 
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Ward problems should be discussed at ward conferences 
according to 51 per cent and 33 per cent of the students al-
though they suggest that the problems be pertinent to the 
situation and not a complaint session. 
Equal percentages (93 and 95 per cent) of the students 
would find drug reviews and periodic reviews of all patients 
on a ward beneficial. 
Table 16. Percentage of Responses Given by Second-Year Stu-
dents Regarding Subject Matter of Ward Conferences 
Subject Matter of Percentage of Responses 
the Ward Conference 
CA AR NO DR CD 
(1) (2) _La) ( 4) (5) (6) 
1. Disease conditions 
should be stressed at 
ward conferences •••••••• 39 47 6 8 0 
2. The emphasis of the ward 
conference should be on 
nursing care •••••••••••• 24 51 0 18 6 
3. All aspects of patient 
care should be consid-
ered at ward conferences 86 14 0 0 0 
4. More time should be 
spent on patient teach-
1ng • .......•............ 37 39 14 8 2 
5. Ward conferences should 
include demonstrations 
of the use of equipment. 77 16 2 4 0 
6. Ward problems shoul d be 
discussed at ward con-
ferences •••••••••••••••• 51 33 4 4 8 
7. Drug reviews should be 
frequently included in 
ward conferences • ••••••• 77 16 2 2 2 
8. A periodic review of all 
patients on a ward is 
helpful . ................ 77 18 4 0 0 
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Second-year students' responses regarding methods or 
presentation and use of audio-visual aids.-- Methods or pre-
sentation of ward conrerences which these students prefer as 
indicated in Table 17 in rank order are: Inrorma.l lecture 
Table 17. Percentage of Responses Given by Second-Year Stu-
dents Regarding Methods of Presentation and Use 
of Audio-Visual Aids 
Methods of Presentation; 
Use of Audio-Visual Aids 
_(_ll 
1. The methods of presenta-
tion which are most ef-
rective are: 
a. Group discussion ••••• 
b. Inrormal lecture ••••• 
c. Informal lecture and 
discussion ••••••••••• 
d. Demonstration ••••.••. 
e. Panel discussion .•••. 
f. Role playing •••.••••• 
g. Oral quizzes ••••••••• 
2. Audio-visual aids which 
make ward conferences 
more meaningful are: 
a. Pictures ••••••••••••• 
b. Diagrams ••••••• · •••••• 
c. Equipment •••.•••••••• 
d. Bulletin board 
displays ••••••••••••• 
e . Films ............... . 
f. X-rays .. ............ . 
Percentage or Responses 
CA 
(2) 
55 
45 
84 
65 
18 
4 
8 
'71 
65 
73 
35 
79 
59 
AR 
20 
20 
6 
12 
12 
8 
6 
14 
22 
18 
24 
16 
16 
NO 
. (4) 
18 
24 
10 
20 
41 
43 
43 
12 
12 
8 
31 
4 
16 
DR 
( 5) 
2 
8 
0 
2 
20 
20 
20 
2 
0 
0 
10 
2 
6 
CD 
(6) 
4 
2 
0 
0 
8 
27 
22 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
with discussion--84 per cent, demonstration--55 per cent, 
group discussion--55 per cent, informal lecture--45 per cent, 
panel discussion--18 per cent, oral quizzes--8 per cent, and 
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role playing~-4 per cent. 
Films--79 per cent, equipment--73 per cent, pictures--
71 per cent, diagrams--65 per cent, x-rays--59 per cent, and 
bulletin board displays--35 per cent is the rank order of 
preference of audio-visual aids which the second-year stu-
dents find increase the learning in ward conferences. 
Second-year students' responses regarding evaluation 
of ward conferences.-- The impression that ward conferences 
help to improve nursing care was stated by 57 per cent who 
completely agree to the item and by 37 per cent who agree 
with reservation. Table 18 shows this and other facts con-
cerned with evaluation. 
The majority of the students find the ward conferences 
neither monotonous (69 per cent) nor repetitious (63 per 
cent). 
The opinion is divided as to whether pretests and end-
of-service tests should be used as 28 per cent agree, 27 per 
cent have no opinion, and 45 per cent disagree. 
Sixty-seven per cent as opposed to 22 per cent feel 
that there should be a minimum requirement of hours in the 
total ward teaching program. 
Ward conferences to correlate with the study of 
sciences in the preclinical period would be helpful as in-
dicated by 39 and 35 per cent of the students. 
The value of impromptu ward conferences given by the 
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head nurse was expressed by 71 per cent and 16 per cent o£ 
the students. 
These students generally (80 per cent) feel that they 
should not attend ward conferences on the same disease re-
peatedly, and they are interested and find medical confer-
ences valuable as indicated by 86 per cent. 
Table 18. Percentage of Responses Given by Second-Year Stu-
dents Regarding Evaluation of Ward Conferences 
Evaluation of Percentage of Responses 
Ward Conferences CA AR NO DR CD 
(1) {2) T~\ -riY 7.n) 1£J 
1. Ward con£erences help 
to improve nursing 
c. are ................... 57 37 2 4 0 
2. Ward conferences are 
monotonous ••••••••••••• 0 22 8 47 22 
3. Ward conferences are 
repetitious •••••••••••• 4 22 10 45 18 
4. Pretests and end-of-
service tests should 
be given on each ward •• 14 14 27 14 31 
5. There should be a mini-
mum requirement of 
hours in the total ward 
teaching program •••••.• 49 18 10 16 6 
6. Ward conferences should 
be given earlier in the 
preclinical period to 
correlate with the 
study of sciences .••••• 39 35 8 6 12 
7. Impromptu ward confer-
ences given by the head 
nurses are valuable •••• 71 16 6 4 2 
8. The number of times a 
student attends a ward 
conference on the same 
disease should be con-
trolled ..••....•....... 51 29 8 2 10 
(concluded on next page) 
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Table 18. (concluded) 
Evaluation of Percentage of Responses 
Ward Conferences 
CA AR NO DR CD 
(1) (21 L'3t (4) (5) (f)) 
9. Attendance at Medical 
Conferences is valuable 43 43 12 2; 0 
10. It is of little signif-
icanee that students of 
all levels of experi-
ence attend the same 
ward conference •••••••• 22 35 6 24 12 
11. Clinical teaching given 
during block classes is 
ef'fec ti ve • ••••••••••..• 67 27 4 2 0 
12. Clinical teaching peri-
ods given during block 
classes serve as a 
means for an instructor 
to "cram" in more ma-
teria.l . ................ 12 27 10 22 29 
13. Material given in olin-
ical teaching periods 
during block classes is 
repetitious of class 
material . .............. 4 35 4 49 8 
14. Films shown during 
block classes help to 
clarify the subject 
matter of classes •••••• 65 35 0 0 0 
The distribution of responses regarding the fact that 
students of different levels of experience are present at 
the same ward conference was varied. Twenty-two per cent 
completely -agreed that it is of little significance, 35 per 
cent agreed with reservation, 6 per cent have no opinion, 
24 per cent disagreed with reservation, and 12 per cent com-
pletely disagreed. Some feel that this is a means of giving 
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them a broader outlook, and that they can learn ~rom others. 
Ninety-four per cent opine that clinical teaching given 
during block is effective. There is divided opinion that in-
structors use this means to "cram" in more material as 39 per 
cent agree, 10 per cent have no opinion, and 51 per cent dis-
agree. 
The majority of the students (57 per cent) do not feel 
that clinical teaching material during block is repetitious 
o~ class subject matter. Those that find it repetitious al-
so find it helpful as repetition increases learning. 
All the students think that films help to clarify the 
subject matter of classes. 
First-year students' responses regarding time and en-
vironmental factors.-- Table 19 shows that first-year stu-
dents prefer to have ward conferences in the early after-
noon (59 per cent) although not by as large a majority as 
the other groups, as 37 per cent selected late morning. 
Seventy-nine per cent feel that specific days should be set 
aside for ward conferences, and the majority (84 per cent) 
feel that the appropriate length of the ward conference 
should be determined by the subject matter. Most of them 
(75 per cent) think that two ward conferences should be a-
vailable each week and should be correlated with ward expe-
rience (67 per cent) although a sufficient number (31 per 
cent) think clinical teaching should be concurrent with form-
al classes. 
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Table 19. Percentage of Responses Given by First-Year Stu-
dents Regarding Time and Environmental Factors 
Affecting Ward Conferences 
Time and Environmental Factors 
1. The time whieh is most eonvenient for 
ward eonferences is: 
a. Following morning report ••••.••••••. 
b. Late morning . ...................... . 
c. Early afternoon ••••••••••••••••••••• 
d. Late afternoon ••••...••••••••.•••.•. 
2. Speeifie days should be set aside for 
ward conferences: 
a. Yes ... ............................. . 
b. No •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
3. The appropriate length of each ward 
conference should be: 
a. 30 minutes ......................... . 
b. 45 minutes . ........................ . 
c. 60 minutes ......................... . 
d. Dependent on subject matter •.•••.... 
4. The number of ward conferences which 
should be available each week is: 
a. One ..•.•....••••.••..•.............. 
b . Two ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c . Three .............................. . 
5. Teaching is more meaningful when ward 
conferences are given: 
a. Bef.ore formal elasses ••••••••••••••• 
b. Concurrently with formal classes •.•. 
c. After completion of formal classes .• 
d. In correlation with ward experience. 
6. Ward conferences are often given in 
areas which are distracting and noisy: 
a. Yes ...•...................... • · · ... · 
b. No •••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••• 
7. Ward conferences are more effective 
when held in: 
a. Nurses' station •••••••.•••••.••••••• 
b . Aleove ............................. . 
c. Ward classroom •••••••••••••••••••••. 
d. Classrooms in nurses' residence ••••• 
e. Solari"U111.8 •.•••..•••.•••••••••.••.••• 
Pereentage 
of Responses 
{2) 
4 
37 
59 
12 
79 
20 
0 
8 
8 
84 
10 
75 
14 
0 
31 
16 
67 
14 
86 
0 
4 
84 
24 
4 
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Eighty-six per cent of the students do not feel that 
ward conferences are held in noisy and distracting places. 
This shows the advantage of ward classrooms which these stu-
dents have had available. They also indicated their approv-
al by 84 per cent of them checking the item on the inquiry 
form. Twenty-four per cent indicated the classrooms in the 
nurses' residence as desirable for ward conferences. 
First-year students' responses regarding preparation 
for ward conferences.-- Tables 20 and 20a show first-year 
students' attitudes toward preparation for ward confer-
ences. First-year students share the opinion of the other 
two groups regarding who should prepare and give ward con-
ferences. The largest percentage of responses favored the 
instructor and a student (49 per cent); next an instructor 
and several students (41 per cent) with instructor {31 per 
cent) third choice, and head nurse (27 per cent) fourth 
choice. The doctor (71 per cent) rates highest as a par-
ticipant for this group also with others following in rank 
order: Social workers and specialists--each 55 per cent, 
head nurse--41 per cent, dietitian--35 per cent, and super-
vlsor--22 per cent. 
The first-year students corroborate the opinion of the 
other groups by indicating that a week is sufficient time 
for preparation of a ward conference (57 per cent), and the 
instructor should give guidance in preparation (96 per cent). 
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Table 20. Percentage of Responses Given by First-Year Stu-
dents Regarding Preparation for Ward Conferences 
Preparation for Ward Conferences 
(1) 
1. Ward conferences should be prepared 
and given by: 
a. Ins true tor . ........................ . 
b. Student . •........................... 
c. Instructor and student •••.••••••••••• 
d. Instructor and several students ••••• 
e. Supervisor ......................... . 
f. Head nurse . ...•.••.................• 
2. Other personnel who should participate 
in the ward teaching program are: 
a. Doe tor . ............................ . 
b. Supervisor ......................... . 
c. Head nurse ......................... . 
d. Social worker •••••••••••••••••••••.• 
e. Dietitian .......................... . 
f. Specialists ••.••••••••••.••••••••••• 
3. Sufficient time for preparation of a 
ward conference is: 
a.. Two days •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
b. Three days ......................... . 
c . Four days .......................... . 
d. VVeek • .••••••••.•••.•••••.••••••••••• 
4. Guidance in preparation of a ward con-
ference should be given by: 
a. Ina tru.c tor . ........................ . 
b . Supervisor . ........................ . 
c. Head nurse ........•................. 
d. Doctor . .................•........... 
Percentage 
of Responses 
(2l 
31 
8 
49 
41 
6 
27 
71 
22 
41 
55 
35 
55 
8 
16 
12 
57 
96 
2 
29 
12 
The younger students also agree by 29 and 45 per cent 
that the person presenting the ward conference should choose 
the patient to be discussed. They feel that the leader of 
the group should know and have cared for the patient. A 
specific outline to be used in preparation of a ward con-
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ference would be helpful to 96 per cent of the group. They 
do not believe that there is too much reliance on notes and 
reading material as shown by a 61 per cent response. Notes 
Table 20a. Percentage of Responses Given by First-Year Stu-
dents Regarding Preparation for Ward Conferences 
Preparation for Ward Percentage of Responses 
Conference CA AR NO DR CD 
{1) (2) 7~) 7.t\ (F\) {;:;) 
1. The person presenting 
the ward conference 
should choose the pa-
tient to be discussed ••• 29 45 6 20 0 
2. A specific outline to be 
used in preparation of 
a ward conference would 
be helpful ••••••••••.••• 63 33 2 2 0 
3. There is too much reli-
ance on notes and read-
ing material by the per-
son presenting the ward 
conference .••••••••••••• 0 22 16 45 16 
4. Students should be given 
extra time allowance for 
time spent in prepara-
tion of a ward confer-
' 43 33 ence . ................... 16 2 6 
5. The patient should be 
present at ward confer-
ences ................... 4 29 14 24 49 
6. All students attending 
the ward conference 
should be prepared for 
the discussion •••••••••• 31 35 10 24 0 
are helpful for strange and unfamiliar material although they 
should not be read. 
The first-year students are in agreement with the other 
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groups that extra time allowance should be given for time 
spent in preparation of ward conferences. All groups showed 
a 75 per cent response. 
This group indicates more disagreement in regard to the 
patient being present at ward conferences. Thirty-three per 
cent agree that the patient should be there, 14 per cent 
have no opinion, and 73 per cent disagree completely or with 
reservation. They feel that it might be upsetting to the 
patient and his feelings should be considered. They also 
think that it might limit the discussion. 
The majority of them feel that they should be prepared 
for discussion, aa 31 per cent completely agreed to this 
item, 35 per cent agreed with reservation, 10 per cent had 
no opinion, and 24 per cent disagreed with reservation. 
First-year students' responses regarding ward confer-
ence attendance.-- The responses of the first-year students 
regarding attendance at ward conferences can be seen in Ta-
ble 21. Compulsory ward conferences meet the approval of 
49 per cent and 37 per cent of the first-year students, and 
assignment to specific ward conferences is advisable accord-
ing to 88 per cent who agreed to the item completely or par-
tially. 
Ninety-three per cent of the students would not like 
ward conferences assigned in their free time, but feel that 
the time should be included within the forty-hour week if 
this is necessary. 
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Table 21. Percentage of Responses Given by First-Year Stu-
dents Regarding Attendance at Ward Conferences 
Attendance at Ward Percentage of Responses 
Conference CA AR NO DR CD 
(1) (2) (3) ( 4) (R) ( ~.) 
1. Ward conferences should 
be compulsory •••••••••• 49 37 2 8 4 
2. Students should be as-
signed to attend speei-
fie ward conferences .•• 53 35 2 6 4 
3. Students should not be 
assigned to ward con-
ferences in off duty 
time . .................. 79 14 0 2 4 
4. If students are as-
signed to attend ward 
conferences in off duty 
time, the time should 
be included within the 
forty-hour week ••••...• 92 4 0 0 4 
5. Attendance at ward con-
ferences should be en-
tirely the student's 
responsibility ••••••.•• 12 29 8 24 27 
6. Ward responsibilities 
make it difficult to 
get to ward conferences 37 45 10 6 2 
7. Head nurses are reluc-
tant to relieve stu-
dents to at:tend ward 
conferences •••••••••••• 10 22 24 29 14 
8. Head nurses should re-
mind students about 
ward conferences ached-
uled each day at morn-
ing report .•••••••••••• 37 14 10 18 20 
9. Only students who know 
the patient being dis-
cussed should be al-
lowed to attend the 
ward conference ••••..•• 2 2 2 10 84 
10. Other personnel should 
be encouraged to attend 
ward conferences ••••.•• 31 22 27 12 8 
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Opinion regarding whether students should accept the 
entire responsibility for attendance _at ward conferences was 
divided as 12 per cent checked column 2, 29 per cent checked 
column 3, 8 per cent checked column 4, 24 per cent checked 
column 5, and 27 per cent checked column 6. 
Ward responsibilities make it difficult for first-year 
students to get to ward conferences as indicated by a 37 per 
cent and 45 per cent agreement to the item. 
Thirty-three per cent of the group feel that head nurses 
are reluctant to relieve students for ward conferences where-
as 43 per cent disagree, and 24 per cent have no opinion. 
Over half of the first-year students would appreciate 
a reminder from the head nurse at morning report regarding 
ward conferences scheduled for the day. 
First-year students do not feel that ward conferences 
should be restricted to only the students who know the pa-
tient as indicated by a 94 per cent response. 
Half of the students would encourage other personnel to 
attend ward conferences, but the remainder are undecided a-
bout attendance by other personnel. 
First year students' responses regarding subject ma~­
ter of ward conferences.-- Table 22 shows that eighty-
eight per cent want disease conditions stressed at ward 
conferences, but 83 per cent also want emphasis on nursing 
care. All but 6 per cent feel that all aspects of patient 
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care should be considered, and 74 per cent think more time 
should be spent on patient teaching. 
The young students find demonstrations of equipment 
Table 22 • . Percentage of Responses Given by First-Year Stu-
dents Regarding Subject Matter of Ward Confer-
ences 
- -
Subject Matter of Percentage of Responses 
the Ward Conference 
-
CA AR NO DR CD 
{ 1) (2J (!2;) (4) {5) (6) 
1. Disease conditions 
should be stressed at 
ward conferences .••••••• 43 45 10 0 z 
2. The emphasis of the ward 
conference should be on 
nursing care •••••••••••• 18 65 6 10 0 
3. All aspects of patient 
care should be consid-
ered at ward conferences 69 24 0 6 0 
4. More time should be 
spent on patient teach-
ing . .................... 33 41 20 6 0 
5. Ward conferences should 
include demonstrations 
of the use of equipment. 65 2;2 4 8 0 
6. Ward problems should be 
discussed at ward con-
ferences •••••••••••••••• 51 31 4 8 6 
7. Drug reviews should be 
frequently included in 
ward conferences •••••.•• 35 43 10 10 2 
8. A periodic review of all 
patients on a ward is 
helpful . ................ 37 27 24 4 8 
helpful as indicated by responses of 65 and 22 per cent. 
These students would like to discuss ward problems at 
ward conferences as 82 per cent checked the item favorably. 
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Drug reviews and periodic reviews of all the patients 
on a ward also prove beneficial. This was indicated by 78 
and 64 per cent respectively. 
First-year students' responses regardi~thods of 
presentation and use of audio-visual aids.-- Table 23 shows 
the responses of the first-year students in relation to 
methods of presentation and use of audio-visual aids. The 
Table 23. Percentage of Responses Given by First-Year Stu-
dents Regarding Methods of Present ation and Use 
of Audio-Visual Aids 
Methods of Presentation; Percenta!:!:e of Responses 
Use of Audio-Visual Aids 
CA AR NO DR CD 
(1} 
-
-(2) -(?iT 7£) (F.' _(.6J_ 
1. The methods of presenta-
t i on which are most ef-
fective are: 
a. Group discuss i on ••••• 43 35 10 10 2 
b. Informal lecture .•••• 63 31 4 2 0 
c. Informal lecture and 
discussion ••••••••••• 84 14 2 0 0 
d. Demonstration .•••.•.• 69 27 2 2 0 
e. Panel discussion ••••• 8 29 27 20 16 
f. Role playing ••••••••• 6 16 22 29 27 
g. Oral quizzes ••••••••• 12 27 14 27 20 
2. Audio-visue.l aida which 
make ward conferences 
more meaningful are: 
a. Pictures •.•••..•••.•• 77 20 2 0 0 
b. Diagrams . ............ 43 47 8 2 0 
c. Equipment ..•.•.••••.. 69 27 4 0 0 
d. Bulletin board dis-
plays ................ 29 47 16 4 4 
e. Films ................ 84 10 4 2 0 
f. X- rays . ... ........... 67 22 8 2 0 
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distribution of responses was similar to the other groups 
with informal lecture and discussion (84 per cent) heading 
the list; then in rank order is demonstration (69 per cent), 
informal lecture (63 per cent), group discussion (43 per 
cent), oral quizzes (12 per cent), panel discussion (8 per 
cent), and role playing (6 per cent). 
The percentage of responses was distributed among the 
types of audio-visual aids as follows: Films--84 per cent, 
pictures--77 per cent, equipment--69 per cent, x-rays--67 
per cent, diagrams--43 per cent, and bulletin board dis-
plays--29 per cent. 
First-year students' responses regarding evaluation of 
ward conferences.-- The percentage of responses given by 
first-year students regarding the value of ward conferences 
is indicated in Table 24. All the students find ward con-
ferences helpful in improving nursing care. Ninety per 
cent of the students do not find the ward conferences monot-
onous, and 68 per cent do not think they are repetitious. 
The first-year students would not like pretests and 
end-of-service tests to be given, as 16 and 39 per cent in-
dicated partial or complete disagreement and 35 per cent 
did not state any opinion. 
The majority of the students feel that there should be 
a minimum requirement of hours in the total ward teaching 
program although 18 per cent stated no opinion and 10 per 
cent disagreed. 
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Ward conferences to correlate with the study of 
sciences during the preclinical period would be helpful al-
though some feel that the program during this time is too 
heavy. 
Table 24. Percentage of Responses Given by First-Year Stu-
dents Regarding Evaluation of Ward Confe r ences 
Evaluation of 
Ward Conferences 
Percentage of Responses 
( l) 
1. Ward conferences help 
to improve nursing 
c s.re ............•...... 
2. Ward conferences are 
monotonous .•••••••••••• 
3. Ward conferences are 
repetitious •••••••••••. 
4. Pretests and end-of-
service tests should 
be given on each ward .. 
5. There should be a min i-
mum requirement of 
hours in the total ward 
teaching program ••••••• 
6. Ward conferences should 
be given earlier in the 
preclinical period to 
correlate with the 
study of sciences •••••• 
7. Impromptu ward confer-
ences given by the head 
nurses are valuable •••• 
8. The number of times a 
student attends a ward 
conference on the s~me 
disease should be con-
trolled •••••••••••••••• 
9. Attendance at Medical 
Conferences is valuabl~ 
CA 
(2) 
69 
0 
2 
2 
41 
29 
69 
39 
47 
AR 
(3) 
31 
2 
10 
8 
31 
35 
24 
20 
20 
(concluded on next page) 
NO 
( 4) 
0 
8 
DR 
( 5) 
0 
31 
20 37 
35 16 
18 8 
8 18 
6 0 
8 
31 
12 
2 
CD 
(fi) 
0 
59 
31 
39 
2 
10 
0 
20 
0 
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Table 24. (concluded) 
Evaluation of Percentage of Responses 
Ward Conferences 
CA AR NO DR CD 
(1) (2.) (3) (4) (5) ( 6) 
10. It is of little signif-
icance that students of 
all levels of experi-
ence attend the same 
ward conference .•••.••• 37 18 18 18 8 
11. Clinical teaching given 
during block classes is 
effective •••••••••••••. 71 24 2 2 0 
12. Clinical teaching peri-
ods given during block 
classes serve as a 
means for an instructor 
to "cram" in more ma-
terial ................. 10 12 10 24 43 
13. Material given in clin-
ical teaching periods 
during block classes is 
repetitious of class 
me. teria.l ............•.. 8 22 12 35 2.2 
14. Films shown during 
block classes help to 
clarify the subject 
matter of classes •••••• 77 12 4 4 2 
First-year students generally (39 and 20 per cent) agree 
that the number of times a student attends a ward conference 
on the same subject should be controlled. 
Complete agreement by 47 per cent and agreement with 
reservation by 20 per cent indicates that attendance at med-
ical conferences is valuable. 
Thirty-seven per cent and 18 per cent agree completely 
or partially that it is of little significance that students 
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of all levels of experience attend the same ward conference 
while 18 per cent have no opinion, and 18 and 8 per cent 
partially or completely disagree. 
Clinical teaching given during block classes is deemed 
to be effective by 95 per cent of the first-year students. 
Sixty-seven per cent disagreed that instructors use this 
method to "cram" in more material; and 57 per cent do not 
find the material repetitious of class material. Those 
that felt that there was repetition appreciated it as re-
view. 
Again the majority of students (89 per cent) believe 
that films help to clarify the subject matter of classes. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary of findings.-- The purpose of the study was to 
determine the strengths and weaknesses of the ward confer-
ence as an integral part of the ward teaching program in a 
selected school of nursing by studying the opinions of the 
nursing students as indicated by their responses to the 
items on an inquiry form which was prepared by the writer. 
An endeavor was made to discover whether the ward confer-
ence is an effective means of helping the student adjust to 
the clinical area and in developing her skill in giving ad-
equate nursing care to the patient. It was expected that 
recommendations would emerge which would indicate areas for 
improvement in the use of the ward conference in terms of 
the students' needs and desires. 
A survey of the literature found relatively little re-
search which has been done in relation to the clinical expe-
rience of nursing students. 
After establishing the validity of the inquiry form, 
it was administered to 177 nursing students from a total en-
rollment of 186, or 95 per cent, over a four-month period. 
Seventy-eight third-year students, 49 second-year students, 
-83-
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and 50 first-year students took part in the study. P~ at-
tempt was made to establish the reliability of the instru-
ment by the split-half method using the Product-Moment for-
mula for correlation. 
A sunnnary of the findings indic s.tes the following: 
1. Ward conferences are more conveniently given in the 
early afternoon, a.nd specific days should be set 
aside for this purpose. At least one and prefera-
bly two ward eonf.erences should be made available 
for each student each week, and its length should 
be determined by the subject matter. 
2. Teaching is more meaningful when ward conferences 
are given in correlation with ward experience or 
concurrently with formal classes. Ward conferences 
are more effective when held in ward classrooms or 
in areas free from noise and distraction. 
3. Ward conferences should be prepared and given pri-
marily by either an instructor and a student or an 
instructor and several students. Other personnel 
who should participate in the ward teaching program 
are particularly the doctor, social worker, and head 
nurse, although anyone who can contribute to the 
ward conference would be a welcome addition. 
4. Guidance in preparation of a ward conference should 
be offered by the instructor, and a week should be 
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allowed in which to complete the preparation. A 
specific outline should be available as a guide in 
preparation. Notes and reading material should be 
permissable for technical and statistical informa-
tion but not be read. 
5. There should be mutual agreement between the instruct-
or and student regarding the selection of a patient 
for discussion so that the interests of the student 
can be considered and the educational value of the 
ward conference safeguarded. The student who pre-
pares the ward conference should be given extra time 
allowance in compensation for the time spent in prep-
aration. Others who attend should also be prepared 
for the discussion. 
6. Patientswho can contribute pertinent information and 
who would not be upset or embarrassed by the situa-
tion should be permitted to attend ward conferences. 
7. Students feel the necessity of having ward confer-
ences on a compulsory basis and prefer assignment to 
them. Provision should be made for them to attend 
ward eonferenees while they are on duty, but if it 
becomes obligatory to assign them during free time, 
it should be included within the forty-hour week. 
Responsibility for attendance should not be left 
entirely to the student. 
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8. The pressures of nursing services and the responsi~ 
bilities which the students m~st assume make it dif-
ficult for them to leave the ward to attend ward 
conferences. The head nurse may or may not be re-
luctant to relieve them for ward conferences depend-
ing upon the ward situation and the individual in-
volved. Students would appreciate a reminder about 
ward conferences scheduled for the day from the 
head nurse at morning report. 
9. It is not essential that all students attending the 
ward conference know the patient being discussed as 
application can be made to similar situations, and 
an interchange of ideas and experience is profitable. 
10. Other personnel might be encouraged to attend ward 
conferences but only on a selective basis. 
11. All aspects of patient care should be considered 
rather than putting emphasis on any one part. Di-
sease conditions are essential for understanding 
and, therefore, for the administration of adequate 
nursing care. Patient teaching should also be in-
cluded as well as demonstration of equipment. Ward 
problems which are pertinent to the discussion 
should be considered but should not constitute a 
complaint session. 
12. As new drugs are constantly appearing on the market 
and keeping abreast with recent developments in drug 
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therapy is very difficult, frequent drug reviews 
would be beneficial. Common drugs should also be -
reviewed periodically. A review of all the patients 
on a ward is also helpful but might prove impracti-
cal in the time element involved. 
13. Although the method of presentation which seems to 
be most popular is informal lecture with discussion, 
other methods received sufficient recognition to 
warrant including them periodically to lend variety 
to the program. 
14. All types of audio-visual aids are beneficial and 
with proper use and explanation make teaching more 
meaningful. 
15. Ward conferences apparently serve their main func-
tion which is to help the students improve their 
ability to give adequate nursing care as this was 
indicated by 97 per cent of the students. 
16. Ward conferences do not seem to be monotonous but 
are sometimes repetitious. The latter is not alto-
gether a disadvantage as repetition increases learn-
ing. This can be controlled somewhat by limiting 
the number of times students attend ward conferences 
on the same disease. 
17. Pretests and end-of-service tests might be helpful 
but are not particularly welcomed by the group as a 
whole. 
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18. There should be a minimum total of hours required 
in the ward teaching program. It might be advisable 
to have ward eonferences earlier in the preclinical 
period to correlate with the study of sciences al-
though the schedule at that time is heavy. 
19. Impromptu ward conferences given by the head nurse 
and attendance at medical conferences are valuable 
assets to the ward teaching program. 
20. Students of all levels of experience can attend ward 
conferences without detriment as students learn 
from each other. 
21. Clinical teaching material given during block 
classes proves to be effective and is not repeti-
tious of the subject matter given in class. In-
structors, on the whole, do not use this opportunity 
to 11 e ram" in more material. Films which are used to 
supplement teaching help in clarification of the 
subject matter of classes. 
Conclusions.-- From analysis of the data the following 
conclusions can be drawn: 
1. It is recognized that this study is limited because 
it was confined to one school of nursing and, there-
fore, the results are primarily of value and inter-
est to this particular school. It is hoped, how-
ever, that the information gained might be applica-
ble to similar situations. 
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2. It is further recognized that the results of the 
study are based entirely on student opinion and, 
therefore, are subject to immature judgment and 
limited knowledge. The students' opinions, however, 
generally do not seem to deviate greatly from sound 
educational practice. 
3. The practicality of instituting some of the sugges-
tions may be influenced by the pressures of nurs-
ing service. Although some changes may be worth-
while and sound from an educational point of view, 
the problems inherent in a three-year hospital 
school of nursing cannot be ignored. 
4. From a review of the data it ean be concluded that 
the majority of the students have a similar opinion 
regarding the ward conference as an integral part 
of the ward teaching program in a selected school 
of nursing. The students showed agreement in re-
sponses on 77 per cent of the items on the inquiry 
form. The remaining 23 per cent of the items 
showed a scattered pattern of responses which in-
dicates a variety of opinion in these areas. 
5. The second and third-year students agree with each 
other more often than they agree with the first-
year students. The second and third-year agree 
on 89 per cent of the items; the first and second-
year students agree on 81 per cent; and the first 
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and third-year students agree on 82 per cent. The 
items on which the first-year students show a dir-
rerence or opinion seem to be those regarding areas 
in which their experience is limited. 
6. In general the students reel that the ward conrer-
ences are erfective and that they help to improve 
their ability to give adequate nursing care al-
though there are specific aspects of the program 
which they would like to see changed. 
7. Ward conferences should continue to be compulsory, 
and it would be advisable to adhere to the practice 
of assigning the students to specific ward conrer-
ences which are already being planned for specified 
times on each ward. The students are not satisried 
with the fact that they are often assigned to ward 
conferences during their off duty time even though 
they realize why it is often necessary. They appre-
ciate the time being included within the forty-hour 
week but still prefer to attend ward conferences 
while they are on duty. 
8. While the students do not find the ward conferences 
monotonous, they do feel that they are repetitious, 
and that this could be controlled by limiting the 
number of times that ward conferences on the same 
subject are attended. They believe that all aspects 
of patient care should be considered rather than 
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place emphasis on any one category. 
9. Clinical teaching periods and the use of films dur-
ing block classes are apparently effective and help 
to clarify the subject matter of formal classes. 
They also help the students make application of the 
theory learned in class to the practical situation. 
10. Because the students responded so favorably to the 
majority of the items on the inquiry form and in-
dicated that ward conferences helped them in giving 
adequate care to the patients, it also follows that 
ultimately ward conferences also serve to assist 
them in adjusting to the clinical area and in ac-
cepting the responsibilities of patient care. 
Recommendations.-- The following recommendations seem 
to be advisable: 
1. That the Clinical Teaching Committee of the selected 
school of nursing critically review the results of 
this study in an attempt to institute changes which 
according to student opinion will more adequately 
meet their needs and desires provided such changes 
are of sound educational value. 
2. That ward conferences continue on a compulsory basis 
with students being assigned to specific ward confer-
ences. 
3. That a special attempt be made to assign students to 
ward conferences while they are on duty. Because 
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this cannot always be possible due to service pres-
sures, the time should continue to be included with-
in the forty-hour week. 
4. That participation of the doctor be enlisted more 
often in spite of the fact that this creates an ad-
ministrative problem in planning, as the doctors 
have busy and unpredictable schedules. 
5. That the head nurse, social worker, and specialists 
take a more active role in the ward teaching program. 
6. That an attempt be made to have two ward conferences 
available for each student each week, and that re-
quirement of a minimum total of hours be maintained. 
7. That endeavors be made to eliminate unnecessary re-
petition in the ward conferences. 
8. That an attempt be made to control the number of 
times a student attends a ward conference on the 
same disease. 
APPENDIX 
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A STt.DY OF THE WARD CONI.<"'ERENCE AS AN INI'EGRAL PART 
OF THE WARD TEACHIID PROGRAM IN A SELECTED SCHOOL OF NURSIID 
Janie G. Christie, Coordinator of CEnical Instruc~ien.,. Selected Schoo]. of Nursing, 
Boston, Massachusetts 
I Data for purpose of clarificatic,n 
A. Code Number: 
Be Year in Sohoo·""i_: ___ _ 
II Time and Envirorunental Factors 
A. Time 
1. The time which is most convenient f~r ward conferences ia: (check) ( l p., Following morning report. 
( . b • Late morning. 
·( · c, Early afternoon, 
( ) d, Late afternoon, 
e, other (please specify) 
--------------------------------
2, Specific days should be set aside for ward conferences: (check) 
( ) a .. Yes. 
( ) . b, No. 
c, Comment 
3. The appropriate length of each ward cmf'3.cence should be: (check) 
~ - ~ a.. 30 minuteso b. 45 minutes. 
( ) c. 60 minutes~ 
(- ) de Dependent upon subject matter ., 
e. Comment 
4. The number of wa:c'd conferences which should be available for each 
student each Heek is: (check) 
( ) a. Onee 
( ) be Two., 
( ) C'-; Th:cee. 
clo Other (plu c<.su specify) 
S. ~0aching is more meaningful when ward conferences are given: (check) 
( 
' 
ao Before formal classes,., I 
I \ b~ Cone t1rren tly "ri +,}: .i'vr:-nal classes, \. i 
\. ) c. Af+,er cG.m:;<i.ot.ion of formal classes,., 
I \ (~. :n corralati,Jr. ujth ward experience. \ I 
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B, Environmental Factors 
l, Ward conferences are often given in areas which are distracting and 
noisy, (check) 
( ) a, Yes, 
( ) b, No. 
2, Ward conferences are more effective when held in (check) 
( ) a, Nurses• Station, 
~ ~ b, Alcove. c, Ward classroom, 
~ ~ dl. Classrooms in nurses' residence .. e .• Solariums, 
f. Other (please specify) 
III Preparation for Ward Conferences 
A, Indicate your opinion regarding the following statements pertaining to 
preparation of ward confer ences by checking in the spaces(s) at the left. 
1. Ward conferences should be prepared and given by: 
-• ( ) a, Instructoro 
( ) b, Student. 
( ) c, Instructor and student, 
( ) d, Instructor and several students. 
( ) e, Supervisor, 
( ) f. Head Nurse. 
2, Other personnel who should participate in the ward teaching program 
are: 
( ) a. Doctor, 
( ) b. Supervisor, 
( ) c, Head Nurse, ( ) d. Social Worker, 
( ) e, Dietitian, 
( ) f. Specialists, 
g. Other (please specify) 
3. Sufficient time for preparation of a ward conferonC•! i s : 
( ) a. Two days, ( ) b. Three days, 
( ) c. Four days. ( ) d, Week. 
e, -Other (please specify) 
4. Guidance in preparation of a ward conference should be given by: 
~ ~ a. Instructor. b. Supervisor. ( ) c. Head Nurse. 
( ) d. Doctor. 
e. Other (please specify) 
dicate your opinion regarding the following sta·::.cmants B. In 
by checking in the appropriate column to the right. 
1. The person presenting the ward conference should 
choose the patient to be discussed. 
2. A specific outline to be used in preparation of a 
ward conference would be helpful. 
3. There is too much reliance on notes and reading 
material by the person presenting the ward con-
ference. 
4. Students should be gJ.ven extra tJ.llle allowance for 
time spent in preparation of a ward conference • 
.?. The pat.J.ent. should be present. a-c ward con!·erences. 
IT ~-§ -~ 
·t l~ 
~ - ~ Ql~ t~ v\.1 ~"' 8« ~~ 
o. All students attendJ.ng the ward conference should ~ . ' ) ·:-... 
be prepared for the discussion. 
IV Attendan co at ward Conferences 
dicate your opinion regarding the following state-A. In 
me 
ch 
nts pertaining to attendance at ward conferences by 
ecking in the appropriate column to the right. 
!. ~ard conrerences snoU!d oe compUlsory. 
2. StUdents shoUld be assigned to attend specific 
ward conferences~ 
3:. Students should not be assJ.gned t.o ward confer-
ences in off duty time. 
l:h If students are assigned to attend ward confer-
ences in off duty time, the time should be in-
eluded ·Nithin the forty-hour week. ! 
I ' 
b;c 
1.~ :r-c 
<114- "ii<ll 0 
·c: Ql () -I-'ll ~ > .!!_~ ·g- OOb ~(() 
0 ~n & .~ 
-z ~~ <:.)(.) 
~:· •• l 
I 
I 
I l I I 
1 I 
' 
Comme nt: 
,.. 
"ij 
j!l) 
fJ !Ja: 
5· Attendalice at wa:rd. cor..f ·):;."ences shoUld be entirely 
the. student ts rcsponaj_bility, 
6. Ward responsibil: -ties ·rJa.ke it dil'ticUit to get t.o 
ward conferenceso 
7. Hwad nurses are r.;li1'5tanii iio rel~eve S'tUd.en'ts 't.o 
attend ward confe:r•e'1ces, 
a. Head nurses should remind stUdents abou.; ·:v;ard con-
ferences scheduled each day at morning :•eporto 
9. oniy stUdents who lmow the patient bei.~!g discussed. 
'should be allowed to attend the 1~rd c onf erenc e • 
1 o. Other personnel shoUld be encouraged to attend 
ward conferences. 
V Subject Matter of the Ward Conference 
A.. In dicate your epinim regarding the following state-
nts pertaining to the subject matter of ward confer-me 
enc es by checking in the appropriate column to the right • 
1. Disease conditions shoUld 'be at :r.essed'""""it '.Ja.rd C0!!.•·, 
1 ferenees. 
2. The emphasis of the vrard c oni'ei.·e~ ~>h'0\.~.~ .rf be on 
nursing care,., 
J• AJ..l. aspects c.f p"l,1:,ient care should be cons~dered 
at ward conferen~us~ 
a. More t.~ne show..ci be spen-c on pat~ent teaching, 
5. Ward eon.:!:.'erences :..:hO'clld include demonstrations ')f 
the use of equipm:mt, j 
c:-war& problems shoUld be discussed. at. ward. con..;er .. i 
0i.1CeS, I 
7'!'- D~~.:.g l 'eviews s!iou .. d je frequently inclUded. m ward. 
conferences, 
; 
"8'; A. porio±iCi·c-\•:;~ ·;:;-;; c..E' ·it l'f_ patLn·Es on a ward is l helpfu:i..:) I 
' 
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VI Methods of Presentation 
dicate your opinion regarding the following state-A. In 
me 
in 
nts pertaining to methods of presentation by checking 
the appropriate column to the right. 
1. The met.nOd.s o1· present.at.J.an whicn are most. en·ec-
tive are: 
......... 
a. Group DiscussJ.on 
b. ·In1'ormal Lecture 
a. rn1·orma1 Lecture and DJ.scussJ.on 
d. Demons~ra~!on 
e. Panel DJ.scussi<n 
r. Role Play:J.ng 
g. Dral ClUiZZes 
h. Other ~please spec11"YJ 
VII Use of Audio-Visual Materials 
dicate your opinion regarding the fellowing state-A. In 
me 
in 
nts pertaining to audio-visual materials by checldng 
the appropriate column to the right. 
1. Audio-visual materials which make ward conferences 
more meaningful are: 
. a. Pictures 
b. DJ.agrams 
c. EqUJ.pment. 
de BuJ.letm Board DJ.splays 
e .. !4' l.J.ms 
r_ x-rays 
g. Other ~please speci.t"y) 
... 
i i i I I 
=ec ~s s· 
'T ,0 c ~ 
.I G) ~ ._.; 0 <UIO i Cl ·c ~ '> ~.~ -a.~ ~ t ·g.. \..b 
I. ~ ~n a. ell ~: iS~ EV'I ~cl 0 o.--z ()/'=I Comme nt : 
-
I 
VIII Evalua tion of Ward Conferences 
dicate your opinion regarding the folla&ing state-A. In 
me 
by 
nts pertaining to the evaluajion of ward conferences 
checking in the appropriate column to the right. 
1 .. Ward conferences help to improve nursing ca:."'eo 
2. Ward conferences are monotonous. 
3. Ward con.ferences are repetitious. 
4. Pretests and end-of-servJ.ce tests should be gJ.ven 
on each ward. 
5. There should be a mmimum. reqmreinent. o1· hours m 
the total ward teaching program. 
b• ward con1·erences should be gJ.ven earlier m the 
preclinical period to correlate with the study of 
sciences. 
"( • ImprOJ¥>"tU ward con1·erences gJ.ven oy the head nurse 
are valuable. 
tie The number of times a student attends a ward con-
ference on the same disease should be controlled. 
~. Attendance at medical conferences J.S valuable. 
1: .o. It J.S of little significance that students of all 
·-
levels of experience attend the same ward conferenc 
'T 
~~ 
O.ll 
~~ ~cr:: 
I 
~· 
11. Clinical teaching gJ.ven durJ.ng block classes J.s ef1-
fective. 
12. Clinical teaching perJ.ods gJ.ven d.urmg b.Lock class,... 
es serve as a means for an instructor to "crm .. n in: 
mo:be material 
13. Material given in clinical teaching periods during 
block classes is repetitious of class material. 
14. Films shown durmg block classes help to clarJ.fy 
the subject rna tter of classes·• 
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